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'!he Effect of Participation in a .Fitness am Lifetime Skills 
Program on Attitude Toward Rlysical Activity 
'!his thesis is �roved as a creditable am irrlepen:Ient 
investigation by a can:tidate for the degree, Master of Science , am is 
acceptable for meetin;J the requirements for this degree . Acceptance of 
·this thesis does not imply that the coilclusions reached by the 
carrlidate are necessarily the corx::lusions of the deparbnent. 
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Konrad, Paul c. '!he Effect of Participatiry in a Fitness arxl Lifetime 
Skills Pl:ogram on Attitude Toward Rlysical Activity. Master of 
Scierx:e, 1988, 130· p. (J. E. Lidstone) • 
'!he prrpose of this investigation was to detennine if ·student 
attitude toward physical activity c.l'laD;Jed following exposure to· one 
. senester of fitness arxl lifetime skills instnlction. '!he study 
specifically examined attitude difference am c.l'laD;Je by geroer arrl 
class level for 343 college aged males arxi females. SUbjects for the 
stmy Were sel� via a stratified rarrlan sanple of courses offered 
within the Fhysical Education 100 Fitness arxi Lifetime Skills Program. 
Attitude measurements w ere  obtained utilizing Kenyon's 
1lUll. ti -dimensional Attitude Toward Fhysical Activity arxl Body Image 
Inventory (1968c) administered in a test-retest procedure. A two-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed significant pretest differences 
for gen:ier ani class leVel (p < .05). Males arx:l females differed 
significantly on the variables (a) pursuit of vertigo, (b) aesthetic 
experience, (c) catharsis, arxi (d) ideal body image. 
Freshmen/sqilcm:>res held significantly different attitudes toward 
physical activity (ATPA) than juniorsjseniors for the dimensions of (a) 
social experierx:e, (b) pm;uit of vertigo, (c) catharsis,. arxi (d) 
overall ATPA. 'Repeated measures ANOVA's were perfonned to detennine if 
attitudes c.l'laD;Jed significantly fran pretest to posttest. Fi.rrlin:Js 
irxticated a significant increase in ATPA as a social experieOCe, health 
am fitness, aesthetic experience, arxi catharsis. Also significant 
class level interactions were observed on the ascetic, catharsis, arxi 
perceived body image dilrensions. It was concluded that attitudes 
toward �in dilrensions of P1ysical activity can dlarge follow.in:f 
participation in one semester of fitness am lifetilne skills 
:instruction. 
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Many };ilysical education departments develop arxl offer activity 
programs that have, as a goal, the enharx:::ement of student participation 
in };tlysical activity. '!his objective is not only a cxmcern durin;} 
one's academic years, bit throughout one's active lifetime (Bain, 
1980) . Acx::Ordi.rg to Fox arx:l Biddle (1988) , · a deparbnental emphasis 
toward a lifetilre fitness program in:iuces a ·favorable psychological 
orientation toward };tlysical activity. . ''Regular exercise eventually 
becanes a choice behavior am the irrlividual who has the desire, 
cxmfiderx:e, arrl expertise to maintain exercise will be better equipped 
to make healthy lifestyle decisions" (p. 48 ) • Accordi.rg to Kenyon and 
IDy ( 1965) , physical activity is a major cxmtri.bution to one' s  
scx::io-psychological foui'Xiation. Paffenbarger, Hyde, Wirg arrl Hsieh 
(1986) suwort };ilysical activity as a major factor in increasirg 
:furx:tional capabilities which positively enh.arx:e personal well-beirg. 
'1he above cxmvictions provide a solid rationale for physical 
education to be required within our educational institutions. While 
political bodies debate the ilrportanoe of physical activ�ty as a 
regular requirement, physical educators fear program cuts, departmental 
setbacks, ani loss of employment. F\lrthenoore the number of colleges, 
high schools, ani elementary schools requirirg physical activity is 
decli.nirg (Oxerdine, 1978) . 
Kenyon ( 1966) conclu::led that, as people age, their actual 
participation in };ilysical activity declines, however, their interest as 
a spectator irx::reases . It has been reported that oor nation has an 
obesity prd:>lem that contributes to major health diseases (Argel , 
197a) • Accorcli..nj to Chirico am stunkard (l976) , a lack of tilysical 
activity may be highly related to this problem� 
Why do sane peopl� have favorable attitudes towanl 
2 
. 
participation in tilysical activity am . others do not? Why is tilysical 
activity so i.np)rtant to sane, while others neglect or actively avoid 
it? What determines whether Iitysical education is a requirement or 
si.nply an elective? Is };hysical education a necessary means to enhance 
oor national, state, ccmrunity, arxi irdi vidual Iitysical am 
socio-psychological wellness? 'Ihese ard many other questions are 
continual y evaluated by Iitysical educators across the CXJUntry. 
As mentioned above, many investigators have denonstrated the 
value of regular Iitysi� activity am its contribution to the 
socio-psychological developnent arxi well-beiig of an irdividual . 'lhe 
affective danain has always been of interest to physical educators. 
'Ibis area of behavior includes attitudes, values, interests, 
psydlological traits, am eootional states of the in:tividual (Safrit, 
1986) • '!he experie.rx:e of Iitysical education exposes the student to 
Iitysical activity, teacil.irg methods, facilities, equipnent , arxi 
teacher-st.ujent relations. 'lhrough these experien::es students fonn 
attitudes that may detennine the degree to which one en;Jages in 
Iitysical activity (Bain, 1980) • 
Develop� favorable attitudes toward leart'lin;r is a universal 
objective of instruction ani certainly one that firrls a place in the 
goals of IOOSt subject areas . 'lhe rationale na;t often given is� that 
students with positive ·attitu:ies are IOO:re likely to adrleve in the 
6antent area (Figley 1 ·1985) • '!he stl.Xiy at hard was an attenpt to 
obtain information � attitu:le c::han;Je due to instruction in 
fitness am lifetilne act,tvities. Attitu:ie was assessed utilizirg a 
3 
-p:revioosly developed assessment tool known as Kenyon's Attitude Toward 
· Blysical Activity .am Bcxly Image Inventocy (ATPA-I) .  
statement of the Problem 
'!he purp::se of this investigation was to detennine if student 
attitudes toward · !ilysical activity c::han;Jed as a result of exposure to 
one semester of fitness ·am lifetime skills instruction. More 
specifically 1 the stl.Xiy examined attitwe differerx::e am charge by 
genier an:i class level of selected students at Sart:h IBkot:a state 
University. Attitude measurements � OOtained utilizirg Kenyon's 
(1968c) ATPA-I Inventory in a test-retest procedure the fall semester 
of 1987 . 
Hypotheses 
1. Males am females will differ significantly on attitude toward 
!ilysical activity. 
2 .  Freshmen/Sqilaoores will have JIDre favorable 
attitudes toward !ilysical activity than Juniors/Seniors. 
3 .  '!here will be a c::han;Je in stu:1ent attitwe as a result of 
participatirg in one semester of the P.E. 100 fitness am lifetine 
skills program. 
Definition of Tenns 
Attittne. A latent, c:atplex, b.It relatively stable behavioral 
4 
dj sposition reflectirg both directiat ani intensity of feelirg toward a 
particular ooject whether it be ooncrete or abstract (KenYon, 1968b, p. 
567). 
Fitness am Lifetilre Skills Pnx;Jl:am. A maOOatocy P'lysical education 
program for students at Scuth Dakota state University. All students 
11llSt take bJo credits of P'lysical education to graduate but they may 
elect to take as many as four. 
Rlysical Activity. Gross human mJVement :resultin] fran active games , 
darx:e , or sport (Kenyon··& I.Dy, 1965) . 
Kenyon' s  Attitude TcMard !=hysical Activity arxi Body IIrage Inventory 
(ATPA-I). An inventocy designed to assess attitudes toward seven 
unidimensional sub-da'tBins of Iilysical activity and bNo dimensions of 
body ilnage (Kenyon, 1968c) . 
Seven sub-danains of A'lysical Activity (Kenyon, 1968c) : 
Social Experience - A danain of Iilysical activity which measures 
the opportlmity to make friems, tooet new people and � 
exi.stiig relationships. 
Health and Fitness - A danain of };ilysicai activity which measures 
the contribution to the inprovement of health and fitness. 
Pursuit of Vertigo - '!he danain of };ilysical activity which 
measures the i:n'portance of thrill and risk in activities for the 
participant. 
Aesthetic Experience - A dana in of P1ysical activity which� 
measures the inport:arx=e· of beauty an:l DJVement . 
·- catharsis - A danain of P1ysical activity which measures _the 
inport:arx=e of activity as a vehicle for the release of tension. 
5 
Ascetic Experience -:- A  danain of P1ysical activity which measures 
-the inport:arx=e of strenuous ani painful t:rainin;J resul tinJ in 
·satisfaction or pleasure. 
Cllance - '!he domain of P1ysical activity vmidl measures the 
inport:arx=e of d'lal'n! or luck as an element of satisfaction toward 
Iilysiccil activity. 
'!\No Dimensions of Body Image (Kenyon, 1968c) : 
Ideal Body Image - 'Ibe perception of how one WOUld like to l ook 
an:l feel P1ysically. 
Perceived Body Image - '!he perception of how one actually looks 
an::! feels P1ysically. 
Assumptions 
For the p.n:pose of this investigation, the followit'q are 
assnned to be true an:l therefore are rot subject to validation as part 
of this S'b.xiy. It is assumed that: 
1 .  Sanethi.n;J as abstract as attit:We toward P1ysical activity 
can be measured usilg a paper am pencil instrument. 
2 .  All subjects respc::>med honestly to the items on Kenyon's 
Attitude Toward Rlysical Activity am Body Image Inventocy. 
3 .  '!he subjects selected their PE 100 activities by choice arrl· 
preference rather than because of schedulirg convenience. 
4. 'Dle t:estirq sdledule am procoonres had no effect em the 
subjects' attitl.De toward Iilysical activity. 
6 
5 .  AttitOOe toward P1ysical activity can c::han]e as a result of 
experience. 
Limitations 
'!his study was limited to data OOtained fran a stratified 
rarxlan sanple of male arxi female stu:ients enrolled in the Fitness arrl 
Lifetime Skills Program. at South I2kota · state University durin:} the 
fall semester of 1987 . . It is limited to a dj sa1ssion of attitude 
toward Ibysical activity as defined an:i measured by Kenyon's ATPA-I 
Inventory. '!he study did not irx::lu:3e a control group . 'lherefore 
�ed pretest to posttest c:harges may be due to factors other than 
the i.rx:lepenjent variable. 
Scope of the study 
'!his study was cxniucted in the fall semester of 1987 at South 
I2kota state University. SUbjects for the study were selected via a 
stratified raman sanple of Fitness an:i Lifetime Skills courses offered 
within the Rlysical Education 100 Program. Approximately 25% of the 
sections offered were selected. '!his p� .resulted in a sanple of 
343 males ani females fran 25 activity sections. SUbjects rarqed fran 
freshman to senior in class level . 
A pretest arxi a posttest was administered to eadl subject. 
Il:ita collection took place the 2n:l, 8th, an:i 16th weeks of the 
semester . Kenyon's ( 1968c) ATPA-I Inventory was the instrument used to 
collect the data. D.lrirg each session, ·subjects resporxied to a series 
7 
of semantic differential scales designed to assess seven aspect's of 
�Dysical activity am tlNo dimensions of body ilnaqe. Blysical activity 
dimensioos irx::l.Wed (a) social experie!D! , (b) health ard fitness, (c) 
pn-suit of vertigo, (d) aesthetic experi�, (e) catharsis, (f) 
ascetic experie.rre , ani (g) c::i'laJ'Da. '1he two dimensions of body image 
. \lere ideal body image am perceived body image. 
'!he. stWy .examined attib.De diff� arxi charge for two 
imepernent variables, (a) gerrler, am (b) class level . A series of 2x2 
factorial analyses of variarx::e am repeated measures analyses of 
variari:e were carried out utilizirg the General Linear Models Procedure 
of the statistical Analysis System. (SAS) • 
Significarx::e of the study 
Attitudes are ideas or feel� that one may have about 
sQnei:hirg as a result of past experienJeS . 'lherefore, attitude may 
c:harge continuously due to new perceptions. When cxnlitions or charges 
in the environment cx::ntr, charges in atti'b.xle may hai:Pm also. In 
Ptysical ed1r:ation TNe are correrned with the attitude of students 
tawani P1ysical education as TNell as irxtividual attitudes toward 
P1ysical activity as influenced by this program. 'lherefo:re, it seems 
inportant to measure attitude toward P1ysical activity to see what 
effect activity, am the acx:x:mpanyirg administrative procedures, have 
upon student feel�. Gladys Scx>tt's article, "'Ihe Contributions of 
Rlysical Activity to Psydlological L.evelopnent, 11 SUllUllarizes why 
constant review arxi investigation is � for physical educators 
ani administrators (Scx>tt, 1960) : 
'!here is peihap; no area of our professional backgroun:i that . 
offers 100re challen;Je to us than psydlological developnent. 
'nle dlall�e is nllltiple. We need . a better backgroun:i in 
general psydlology, personality develc:pnent, scx::ial psychology, 
·- ani cultural. anthropology. We need to develop :research . 
�ies in these areas am p.1rsue our - of 
prqilylactic arxl therapeutic contrihltia'lS of eJqJerierx:e in 
JIDtor skills. As teadlers ard administrators, \Ye lll.lSt be 
ready to IOOdify our . practice in line with new evidence 
(p. 317 ) . 
8 
It is generally tllc:Ju3ht that attitudes are favorable toward 
PlYsical activity, haNever, distinct differerx::es have been identified 
in the literature between male am female participants. liq)efully a 
better . socio-psydlological - of the attitudes that 
predispose one tO favorable P1ysical activity behavior may be OOtained 
thrt:ujl this investigation. 
'!his investigation COl"'mlS the measurement of attitude change 
toward PJ_ysical activity due to student participation in the Fitness 
am Lifetime Skills -Prc)gram at Scuth IRkota state University. When such 
measurement is con:iuctecl wit:hoot bias, avenues may be opened so that 
desirable dlarges may be made. Hopefully this st\.rly will add 
information to the rurrent body of knowlea:Je � attitudes 
toward PJ_ysical activity. 
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ClfAPI'ER II 
REVmW OF 'lHE LITERA'IURE 
Aa:x>rc:lirg to Bain {1980) , the goal of P'lysical educators is to 
"socialize the student into the . role of participant, to provide the 
opporbmity to leam the skills, strategies, custans , expectations, and 
folklore surrcmxiirg specific m::wement activities he or she fims 
enj oyable" {p. 48) • stooents with positive attitude toward physical 
activity are too:re apt to exercise on a regular basis, which in turn 
gives personal satisfaction ani enrichtoont of functional capabilities 
{ Bain, 1980) . 'Iherefo:re, developirg favorable attitudes toward 
P'lysical activity is an··objective JOOSt physical education departioonts 
strive to attain. 
Attitudes, values, interests, psyChological traits, ani 
eootianal states are attr:ih.rt:es used to help physical educators 
fonrulate affective objectives { Safrit, 1986) • In the past sixty 
years, numerous attitude scales have been developed collCel:ll.iig the 
affective danain of P'lysical education {e.g. Wear, 1955 ; Drinkwater, 
1960 ; Kenyon, 1968a,b,c;  SinDn & Siooll , 1974) . '!his study sought to 
det:ennine whether or not participation in the Fitness am Lifetime 
Activity Program at South o:urota state University had any effect on 
student attitude toward !Xlysical activity. 
For organizational � the review of related literature is 
divided into four parts: {a) xooasuriiq attitudes toward physical 
activity, (b) attitudes toward physical activity, arxi (c) behavior 
chan]e due to P'lysical activity. A brief sunmny folldws these· 
sub-sections. 
Measuring Attitudes Toward Fhysical Activity 
Prior to the 1930's the ·term attitude had as · many definitions 
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. as there were authors or investigators. A reason for confusion 
regardi.rg the definition lay in the oontext in which the word was used . 
Attitudes are personal values which, many times, hold different 
interpretations. Another factor pertains to ·the difficulty in 
differentiat� between the abstract constru.cts called attitudes, 
values, arxi opinions . Early attitude definitions were mere statements 
of opinion regardirq an area of interest (Bain, 1928) . In an effort to 
fim sane way to operationalize attitudes Bain (1928)  stated, "the best 
methcxi to measure attitude is the statistical treatment of inlirect 
eviderx::es of overt behavior in a cxmtrolled �imental situation" 
(p. 955) •· 
Definition of Attitude 
SaDe of the early definitions of attitude are testim:>ny to the 
abstract nature of the � . 'Ihurstone (1929) defined attitude as 
"the sum-total of a persons inclinations arxi feelin3s, prejulice or 
bias, prec:x:n::::ei ved notions, ideas, fears, threats, arxi convictions 
about a specific topic" (g>. 6-7) . C<mpbell (1968) defined attitudes 
as "eootionalized feelin3s that are characterized by a quality of 
intensity rargirq in all degrees fran strorgly for to st.ron;Jly against" 
(p. 456) . Accordi.rg to Scott (1960) , "attitudes are feeli.rgs or m:xx1s 
related to action" (p. 308) . 'lherefore, positive attitudes toward an 
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activity are too:re likely to foster frequent, habitual participation in 
that activity. 
Kenyan (1968) -�luded that the sb.xly of attitude had two 
closely :related problems: definition ani measllrenelt . He in:ticated 
that many have defined the tenn attitlDe am that JOOSt investigators 
· suggest that attitude oontains cognitive, affective, or action 
· carp:ment:s.. Takirg the many definitioos into acx:nmt, Kenyon defined 
attitude as 11a latent Or nond::lseJ:vable 1 catplex, but :relatively stable 
behavioral df.sixsition :reflectin;J both direction an:i intensity of 
feeliriJ toward a particular abject, whether it be ooncrete or abstract" 
( p. 567) . He also states, '.'llc1Never latent attit:u::les may be, their 
measurement depen::1s upon sane overt behavior, that is a response 
elicited by sane stilnulus" (p. 567) . '!his latter statement i.rrplies 
that the drivilg force _may be interpreted as a nulti-dimensional 
response toward Iitysical activity. 'lherefore, an attitude mea.surerent 
toward a specified activity may cany varied meanin;} for different 
hxlividuals. 
nirilg the late 1920 's  ani 1930 's,  attitude measurement for 
program evaluation became pcpllar. Researchers lNere develop� 
chec:kl.ists 1 life histories 1 interviews am questionnaires to SUl.Vey 
student attit:u::les. '!he followin;J are descriptions of the evolution of 
saoe of the too:re :relevant arx:l pcpllar measures . 
'nle 'lhurstone/Olave Technique 
In 1929 'Ihurstone arx:l Chave constructed a scale to measure 
attit:u::les toward the dlurdl. Altha.lgh thiS does not apply directly to 
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IDYsical activity 1 rrumeralS investigators JOOdeled their instl:une1tation 
after the 'lhurstane am Clave technique . '!he scale originally 
OCilSisted of 130 statements regardin;J q>iniat ani value toward the 
c:hurch. .:rmges were required to evaluate the statements arxi then place 
them into 11 categories. . statements arpeari.rg in nul tiple categories 
-� eliminated. '!he statements which remained were those representing 
mrl.fied agreement . fran the jujges. 'Ihese statements represented 
vacyirg aspects of attitude toward the church. SUbjects respon::ling to 
the survey were asked to check only those statements with which they 
agreed� A low score was associated with a favorable attitude ani a 
high score with an unfavorable attitude. '!he inventory was 
administered to 1390 subjects at the University of Qricago, with a very 
high test-retest reliability (r = • 94) resulti.rg. 
carr 1 in 19451 . E!JI)loyed the 'Blurstone ani ClaVe technique to 
develop a questionnaire awlicable to t:nysical education. 'Ibis 
research constituted an early effort to awly awrcpriate principles of 
test cx:nst.ruction to the developnent of an instrument to assess 
attitudes toward lilysical education ani activity. Ninety-four 
statements were constructed to evaluate social, personal , ani activity 
attitooes. Fifty-eight lilysical educators TNere selected to serve as 
judges to rate the statements . Ten questions were discarded , leaving 
84 to be administered to 335 subjects. carr fourxi that factors 
affecti.rg success in t:nysical education TNere llDtor abilities, 
intelligen;:,e1 an:i attitudes. Since IOOtor ability an:i intelligence are 
DDre or less inherent qualities she stated, "teachers should make 
themc;elves aware of student attitudes ani try to reoove reasons· for 
un:Jesirable reactions" ·(p. 187) . 
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Another sb.x1y utiliziig the 'lhurstone tedmi.que was c:xnlucted 
by Ne.msal. (1949) • He believed this nethod offered the nart: practical . 
way to. obtain desired data. His � was to develop an attitude 
-questiamaire investigatirg � · of high school boys towani 
PtYsical education. A scale of 121 items was CXX'lSt.ructed through an 
evaluation j m.y. '!he qUestionnaire was administered to 323 subjects .  
He c:x:xx:luded the sb.x1y sayirg, ' 'many  � calld be :reroved but 
IOOSt irivolved the personality or behavior of other students or the 
instructor'' (p. 346) . 
'!he Likert Technique 
In an attempt to shorten this catplicated p:rocechrre, Likert 
(1932 ) presented a tedmi.que whidl elilninated the evaluatirg j udges. 
He obtained personal responses fran· subjects whi.dl in:ticated in:ti vidual 
attitudes. Likert assigned amit.racy values such as 1-2-3-4-5 , to the 
degrees of agreement ani disagreement. '!he statements described either 
a favorable or an unfavorable attitude toward a particular subject. 
'lhe total score for an in:tividual was the sum of all scores for the 
separate items. A certain percent of scores of the upper arrl lOiNer 
groups were carpared to determine whether the in:tividual items 
differentiated between the bJo groups . 'Ihe means for the upper arrl 
lower groups for eadl item were carprt:ed . '!he items reflectirg the 
greatest mean difference between the two groups were retained for the 
final scale. 
H-�� ! r.� ( . . : l' �--.::\Y 
Sc:.;:·, C . .'.�� �-·._·, � . ·::::: ty 
Br.:c:,;n::;. SJ s-:�.-:;7-1098 
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'!he 'Blurstone-Qlave am Likert t.ecimiques measUre inti vidual 
attit:OOes only. In 19 511  Wear developed an attitu:ie inventory to 
meaSUre both irxtividual am group attit:OOes toward a required.l;ilysical 
education. program. His design utilized the Likert methcxl .to assess 4 7 2  
college age men . '!he inventory consisted of three parts : (a) a list 
· of· 120 inventory statements, (b) a nirie point graprlc ratin] scale, and 
(c) a short questionnaire cxn::e:rnirg past experien::es with };ilysical 
education. 'Ihese · last two · items were in=luied to validate the 
inventory. '!he test-retest reliability was carp.rt:ed to be • 96 arrl the 
Pearsoil Product J.bnent correlation bebJee.n inventory scores an:l the 
graprlc ratin] scale was .so. Ccn::lusions were that the inventory was 
reliable ani valid for the evaluation of attitude conc:::enrlrq college . 
Pl.ysical education as an activity course . With the establ:ishnent of 
norms, meanirgful int.erp:retations may be made of scores relative to the 
status of an irxtividual or group . 
A seconi study by Wear (1955) created two equivalent invento:ry 
fo:rms neasurin] attitude toward litysical education. 'Ihe pw::pose was to 
evaluate attitude before an:i after an activity class . 'Ihe two fonns 
were created fran Wear's original list of 120 statements. 'nle 
statements of the two fo:rms (A an:l B) were categorized into 
PlYsiOlCXJical �ysical 1 mental-EmJtiooal. 1 SOCial 1 a00 general out:c:x:loos 
to be expected fran PIYsical educatia1. 'Ihe two fonns were 
administered to 100 male subjects with a short questionnaire ani 
graprlc self-ratinj scale (Wear, 1955) • Acx:x>rc:ti.n;J to the 
Spearman-Brown fonmll.a, the reliability for Fo:rms A an:l B were . 94 an::1 
. 96 respectively. 'nlus, roth forms were fooni to be very reliable. 
'!he author cc:n:=l.uded that the forms, "shoold be very useful in 
meaF:urin:J pre ani posttest attitu:Je dlarges" (p. 117) . 
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Drinkwater (1960) develq:ai an attitlde inventocy .to detennine 
attitudes of high sdlool . girls towani P1ysical education as a career 
·for \VaDel'l. 'lhe Likert technique was USed to constJ::uct arxl sex>re the 
attitude statements. Eighty-eight statements were constructed arrl 
administered to 208 subjects. ihe top 27% of the distribution was 
cx.upared to the bottan 27% . Usilg the critical ratio toothed, the two 
groops . were fam:l to be significantly different at the . 01 level . '!he 
reliability of the inventocy was . 96.  utilizilg 'nlurstone's method of 
testilg for ambiguity, 16 statements were eliminated. '!his left 72 
statements which were divided into 'bNo test forms (A arxl. B) • When 
cxmparilg the reliability between forms, the product nanent correlation 
was <XIIplted to be • 87 . ihe eviderx::e in:ticated that both fonns 
differentiate bebJeen favorable an:i unfavorable attitudes toward 
P1ysical education as a career for wanen. In cx:n::lusion, the · 
similarity bebJeen the 'bNo forms allc::MS for pre arxl posttestinq. 
Ferguson ( 1941) corxiucted a cxmparison study between the Likert 
an:i 'lhurst:one-a1ave methods of attitude scale const.ruction. For this 
cc:uparison , he selected statements develq:ai by Rl.lmquist arxi Sletto 
{1936) who utilized the Likert method to constnlCt their Minnesota 
Scale for the Survey of Opinions. Ferguson administered these 
statements to 100 subjects. After CC�Tpletion, he rated each statement 
at a scaled contirn.rum similar to the one used in the 'lhurstone an:i 
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Olave study . It was ooncllXled that the Likert tedmique does nOt 
always eliminate_ the neEd for a panel of j\D;;Jes. However, Ferguson 
stated, "the Likert method seems to be 100re practical due to ItD.lCh less 
labor am . an equal ano.mt of validity as cc.upU-ed to the npre 
oarplicated 'Iburstone procedure" (p. 51) . Both tedmiques lNere 
·sufficiently valid. 
Kenyon (1968a) attenpted three times to construct a model 
dlaracteriz� litysical activity as a soci�logical �n. 
He based his �rk upon the assunptions that �ysical activity can be 
subdivided into 100re specific carp::>nents, in other �rds, physical 
activity may have different meani.rgs to different in:tividuals. In his 
thil:d attenpt, Kenyon developed an inst.rune1t to measure attitude 
toward �ysical activity as a multi-dilnensional characteristic. 'Ihe 
Attitu:le Toward Fhysical Activity Inventocy (ATPA) was fonmlated usirg 
six dimensions of litysical activity: 
1. For "social experierx::e" - where �ysical activity is 
ergaged by two or toore peq>le result� in social value. 
2 .  For ''health ani fitneSS" - where �ysical activity 
contrib.Ites to the inprovement of one's health am fitness. 
3 .  For ''p.lrsuit of vertigo" - where �ysical experiences 
require risk, rut provide an element of thrill through 
speed, acceleration, chan:Jes of direction, or exposure to 
dan:Jerous situations. 
4. For "aesthetic experi�" - � PtYsicai activity is 
c:xn:=eived of . as possessirg beauty or certain artistic 
qualities� 
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5.  For "catharis" - � PtYsical aCtivity acts as a means to 
relieve tension created by frustration t:lu:'cugh exposure to 
daily stinul.i. 
6 • . For "ascetic experierx::e" - � P'lysical activity involves 
lag, strenuous , arxi sanetimes painful trainirg. It 
provides stiff CCI'Cipetition arxi requires personal sacrifice 
to attain goals. 
To develop such a IOOdel , two corrlitions needed clarification; 
(a) each su1:xlimension had .to be internally consistent, ani (b) the 
subdanains had to be irrlepement of one another. To acri:tuplish these 
objectives, 353 men and 215 \tJCIISl resporrled to a Likert-type attitude 
inventory. '!he inventory consisted of statements eval uated by experts, 
then categorized to represent each particular sul::danain. Reliability 
was measured usirg Hoyt's analysis of variance approach ( 1941) . Based 
upon item analysis of each sul::x:icmiln , the category "social experience" 
was lowest ( .  72) , while " p.n:suit of vertigo" was highest ( . 89 )  in 
reliability. 
� of each subdana in was considered through factor 
analysis am an oolique rotation of the first six factors. '!he 
analysis produced clusters of items corresporxiin;J to each of the six 
dana j ns . '!he social ani aesthetic dimensions revealed the greatest 
� , while catharis, health ani fitness, ani ascetic 
experierx::e � to have the stron;}est :relationship. No two factors 
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shared 100re than 32% of the variarre, · irdi.catin) that the six danains 
were relatively �. Ken.yal oanclaied that "the six dimensions 
of JitYsical activity have sane validity, ard that al t:hol.¥;Jh SQDe sucx::ess 
was met in developi.Jg a IOOdel to characterize }ilysical activity as a 
sociopsydlological �, the work was oo llD:re than a crude 
. begiJmirvt' (p. 104) . 
Based upon his lllllti-di.mensiooal. JOCdel to characterize physical 
activity, Kenyon (1968b) cxmstructed two fonns of attitude measurerrent 
tcMard physical activity; one for men (Form IM; 59 items) am one for 
wanen ·(Form I:W; 54 items) • . His p.n:pose was to cx:mst.ruct a IOOdel 
characterizinJ };ilysical activity through ilneperxient sul:xtimensions to 
detennine attitudes ta«ard Jilysical activity. '!be ATPA-Inventory 
CXll'lSisted of the six dimensions described in his previa.ls study. A 
seven point Likert scale was used for scor.irg the inventory. '!he point 
value fran very st:rorqly agree to very st:rorgly disagree was 
7 -6-5-4-3-2-1, respectively. Negative statements were scored the 
owosite of positive statements. Six separate scores (one for each 
subiimension) were attained by addirg the point values for respective 
questions. '!he construct validity was confinned by factor analysis for 
all dimensions except "catharsis". '!he reliabilities for the six 
scales were similar to those cbtained in his previous study (Kenyon, 
1968a) • 'lhis attitude inventory has been described by Safrit (1986) as 
"an excellent inventory" (p. 382) . 
'1he Critical Imidence Report 
Flanagan (1954) described the develq:ment, principles, an:i 
status of a measurement tool ·known as the Critical Imidelre �rt. 
As with the 'lhurstone/Olave Tedmique (1929) , Flanagan's Critical 
In=idence Report originally did oot �ly directly to P"tysical 
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· activity, lla-Jever, several investigatOrs utilized this reportin; 
tedmique in derivin;J detenninants of attitlx3e toward Ptysical 
activity. It is a t:edinique designed to gather infonnation cotx:enring 
behavior in a defined situation. '!he tedmique consists of a flexible 
set of. prirx:iples 'Which must be m:xtified arxl adapted to meet the 
specific situation at harrl. '!his tedmique grew fran studies carried 
ait by aviation psychologists of the Arrrr:f Airforce durinj World War II. 
'!he Critical Imidence Report ac:xx>rd.izq to Flanagan has two basic 
prirx:iples: 
1.  Reportin;J facts � behavior are classified into 
categories, rated, an:l then evaluated aocorctin;;J to expert 
opinion. 
2 .  Reportirg should be limited to those behaviors whi ch  make a 
significant cxmtrihltion to the activity in concern. 
In oanclusion, the author states that this technique obtains 
information abaJt specific behaviors categorized by qualified 
professionals. 'lhese behaviors provide a basis for� inferences 
regarctirg curriculum inp:rovement. However, as pointed out by Flanagan, 
a few prd:>lems exist with this nethod of irx:ident reportin:J. 
1. �- a large sanple size is tedious an:l often 
jxrpossible. 
2 .  Rscal.l� an in:::ident fran me.n¥)ey' often qi ves inacCurate 
ani. vague �-
3 .  Analyzin;J · ani categorizi.rg the i.rx:ident reports are 
subjectively done by the investigator. 
'!he Semantic Differential Technique 
'!he Likert method of measuri.rg attitude toward a particular 
· subject is arguably the IOOSt pqW.ar method in the literature. 
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However, Osgood, Suci, ani Tannenbaum {1957) revealed a :roore 
expeditious means of retrievi.rg silnilar infonnation. '!his method, 
koown as the semantic differential technique, was fcmxl to be an 
exceptional tool for reproducible ani consistent measurement. Semantic 
differential is a generalized technique of measurement which must be 
adapted to the requirement of each research problem to which it is 
�lied. '!here are no _ st:anjard CX>l1Cepts ani no staroard scales, rather 
the CX>l1Cepts am scales used depen:i upon the � of the research in 
question. When utilizi.rg the semantic differential technique, 
adjectives of polar� are separated by a seven point scale 
reflect� a positive (7) to neutral (4) , or negative {1) reaction to a 
specific cax::ept or stinulus. For negative statements the values would 
be reversed. 'Ihe pnpose is to measure attitude toward a specific 
001 O!pt. SUbjects rate their feelirgs abcA.It selected adjectives. 
Totalirg the score irdicates one's degree of attitude toward the 
particular cax::ept of �. 
When utilizirg the semantic differential technique there are 
three areas of � (Ballllgartner & Jackson, 1982 ) . First, the 
adjectives nust be precisely paired in all factors of c:x:n=em : 
Secxn:lly, to �sure ail·three factors at least nine adjectives are 
needed. 'lhird, the read:irg c:atprehensicn level of the subjects DDJSt 
relate logically to the c:xn:::ept. of c::x:nJem. 
· In Kenyon's 1968c investigation, he utilized semantic 
·differential to measure attitme toward PlYsical activity. Kenyon 
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· adde1 the dimension of dlaooe to the six subscales of physical activity 
he had developed earlier. Definitions were provided for each of the 
seven dimensions am required that the subjects evaluate the concept 
against eight descriptive scales, for exanple, goodjbad, 
TNOrthlessjTNOrthwhile, am pleasant/unpleasant (see Apperrlix B for 
oatplete list) . 
'Ihe inventories :reviewed thus far have all been Constructed for 
use with college level . subjects, althcu;Jh many authors believe they 
cxW.d be utilized at the high school level as tvell .  Siloon arrl Stroll 
( 1974) were interested in usi.rg the semantic differential scale 
developed by Kenyon 1968c for assessi.n;J attitude toward physical 
activity in children. '!hey altered the word.irg in order to make it 
c:atprehensible to children in grades 4 to 6 .  'Ihe descriptor adjectives 
were selected on the basis of frequercy of occurrerx:e at the third 
grade level . Reliability coefficients rarged fran . 80 to . 89 for the 
seven danains. 'lhe validity had p:revioosly been established by Kenyon. 
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Attitudes Toward Blysical Activity 
Wiedamann am � in 1933 develc:p:d a questionhaire in::luding 
14 :factors that might infl� favorable attituies towaJ:d !ilysical 
activity. . '!he intent of the investigaticn was to measure students' 
attitudes toward a selecticn of P'lysical educaticn activity classes . 
·'lhe questionnaire was subnitted to 1359 oollege females, of whan 823 
·responjed (60. 6%) . · Activity pref� ( checklists of 17 in:loor an:i 
16 sport activities) TNere ranked on the basis of total votes, weight 
percentages, ard first, secon:i, an:i third choices, respectively. '!he 
authors' fin:tirgs were that · females had a high value for mythmic an:i 
in:iividual sport activities. Specific areas yield.in;J favorable 
attituies were gymnastics arrl body t.rainirg. '!he authors favored a 
curriculum fran which students may select a wide variety of activity 
classes because their investigat:ion revealed diverse preferred activity 
rankin3s cmorq inti vidual students . 
It seems that departmental program evaluation has always been 
of cxn:::ern to Iilysical educators . Bell arx:l Walters (1953 ) devised a 
study to detennine attitudes of oollege females in an at.ten¢. to 
evaluate the Iilysical edlJCation program. '!he subjects included 684 
freshmen tak:in:J P'lysical education an:i 173 seniors who had already 
taken required P'lysical edlJCation at the university. A three part 
questionnaire was adm:in.istered i.n::luding, (a) backgrourxi infonnation, 
(b) questions baSEd on P'lysical education objectives, am (c) the wear 
Attitude Scale. '!he :respxlSeS lNere categorized arrl c:xxtpared between 
the two groups of subjects. '!he f� in:iicated that students' 
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attitu:les lt.1ere favorable t:.cMard all required activity courses . '!hey 
also revealed favorable attibxle scores toward the CXll'ltril:Jution of 
PlYSical education to ·social, J;ilysical, am mental health. Freshmen 
� fa.Jrd to be II¥:)re active than seniors. As activity involvement 
in::reased, attitu:le t:.cMard Ii'lysical education also increased . Positive 
·relationships existed between attib.lde am the followinj: 
1 . . 'lhe i.Irp:>rtan::e of sport ard dalre. 
2 .  'lhe instructor's interest in ea ch  in:tividual . 
3 .  'lhe extent to which the inti vidual enjoyed P'lysical 
edlration class. 
4 .  'lhe student's noti vation level to continue P'lysical 
activities a.ttside the class:roan. 
Areas targeted for inprovement were krx:Jwledge of health principles, 
respasibility, developnent of leadership, self-confiderx::e, 
self-expression, arxi aesthetic value (Bell & Walters, 1953 ) . 
Brambach arxi cross (1965) investigated 938 male students 
enterinj the University of oregon. '!heir p.1rpose was to detennine 
attitude t:.cMard P'lysical education. '!he Wear Attitude Irwento:ry (Short 
Form A) was the instrument used for measurement . When group means were 
ocmpared, students fran smaller pop.Uated schools revealed better 
attitude scores. Also, athletes had better attitude scores than 
ncn-athletes. F\lrtherloore, the JOO:re exposure to P'lysical education and 
activity, the higher the subject scored. Generally, the · fi.rrlirgs 
in:ticated that these students had favorable attitudes toward physical 
education. 
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�1 (1968)  also utilized .the wear Attitme Inventory (Fom 
A) to measure the attitudes of 199 college stu:1ents toward Pwsical 
eduC:aticn. To determine these attitooes O:t11£bell ccmpared four 
sub-dimensional categories of �Dysical ernratian to high sdlool size, 
college major, and the Pwsical educaticn class the subjects tNere 
· at:t:ernin:J. · '!he sub-dimensional categories of P1ysical education 
consisted of social , lleltal-emJti.anal, }ilysiological, and general 
statenents. 'nle firrli.rgs revealed little variation aiOOnJ ll6U1 scores, 
however, the physiological ani sociological category responses were 
significantly 100re favorable than tl1e lleltal-eootional or general 
statement categories. '!be firrli.rgs in:ticat:Ed these categories to be 
100re powerful classifications in det:enni.nin) highly favorable attitude 
toward }ilysical education. 
It has been reported that the Wear Attitude Inventory has 
satisfactorily measured attitude toward P1ysical education, however, 
aexx>rc:li.rg to Williams ani Nelson (1983) "few investigators have 
actually provided a definition of tl1e subdimensions of }ilysical 
education within a particular pedagogical :franework. Few have tested 
reliability or inten"lal CX>IlSiste.rcy for the total test and for each 
separate swxHmension. Iastly, few have measured Wear's relative 
imepenierre of the sutrlimpnsians" (p. 19) • 'Ihese investigators 
examined attitudes toward }ilysical education as a :fmx:tion of sex, age, 
ani class. Secon:lly, they tNOrked to broaden the scope of attitudinal 
re.seardl by in:l\ldirxJ behavioral CCilpOilel1ts of attitooe. 'lhird, they 
attenpted to analyze the Wear Inventory for internal consistency ani 
�of each sulx'Jimpnsion. '!he subjects consisted of 814 }x)ys 
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am girls fran three New Zealam high sdlools. Wear's Attitme 
Inventory measured attib.nes toward Iilysical edl:tcation, · while Guttman's 
4 -pOint self-esteem scale utilizin;J stateJielts developed by Rosenberg 
(1965) measured self-esteem am . l:xxly-esteem. A split-plot analysis of 
variance was enployed usin;J sex, aqe, class, self-esteem, l:xxly-esteem 
·am attitWe toward Iilysical educatiat as the treatment variables. 
·Factor analysis verified the internal oansisterx:y ard � of 
the Wear Inventory subd:imensions. �lusions i.rrlicated sb.xients have 
favorable attitudes toward };bysical education. However, the youn:Jer 
stu:1ents adrieved higher scores than their ol der CX)lll'ltel:put. 
�rciin; to the authors, this may_·suggest a difference in {Dysical 
education curriculum. '!he self-esteem am l:xxly-esteem measures 
differed acx:x>rciin; to sex ani class level, however, both reflected a 
favorable disposition • . . 'Ihese p:sitive measurerents were small in 
magnitWe p:roviciirxJ support that the 0Cil1p011ei1ts should be considered in 
hanoony. Finally, in examinirg the qualities of the Wear Inventory, 
internal consist:e.rx::y was rated as high, while the sulxtimensions were 
rated as catplex ani differed by Class an:l sex. Consequently I the 
authors believed it unwise to c:x:l1'lpare scores baSEd on a given set of 
suMimensions. Intergroup canparisons should be limited to in:tividual 
items or overall total score. 
Sex, age, education, arxi socioeconani.c status TNere imepen:ient 
variables used by Kenyon (1966) to evaluate the degree to which adults 
TNere involved with P'lysical activity an:l sport. '!he depenient 
variables � P'l}'Sical activity erx:nmtered "directly" as a 
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participant, or "irrlirectl.y'' as a speCtator. An inventory COI'lt:ilini.n; 
152 items was constructed, evaluated, ani mailed to 875 . adults. Of 
theSe subjects selected, 86 . 6% replied. '!he statistical procedures 
in=luied response frequen::ies, cross tal:W.ations, chi -square , Pearson 
correlation am associated significarx:2 tests . '!he results in:ticated 
·that adults generally lead inactive lives, however, sportin;J events on 
television an:i radio are significant life interests. Participation in 
P'lYsical activity was inversely proportional to age. '!here were no sex 
differences, however, men were exposed to sport through att:ermnce and 
aired broadcasts m:>re than 1NaDell . Fhysical activity am socioecx>namic . 
status were rx>n-Significant rut those of 1011 socioeconanics status did 
not atterxi sportin;J events � frequently. Family resources -were 
positively associated with anomt of participation ani att:ermnce in 
certain P'tysical activity. It seems that the attitudes of these 
subjects -were positive toward the ot>sezvation of sport ani negative 
toward participation in physical activity. 
An interesti.rg investigation was carried cut by Goc-Karp, Kim, 
ani Skinner ( 1985) • 'nley attelrptei:i to detennine whether pre-service 
majors ani their professors held similar beliefs abcAlt P'tysical 
education. '!he investigators i.ntel:viewed 56 physical education maj ors 
ani 10 faculty i..nsb:uctin;J physical education major courses . 'Ihese 
i.ntel:views were aulio-taped ani transcribed for analysis. Answers were 
SUIIIDatively ranked by percentage of o•••••n responses . 'Ihe fi.n:tirqs 
inticated that both instructors ani stu:1ents becarre involved in 
P'lYsical education because of the influen:::e of physical education 
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teadlers whan they viewej as personable people. Another reasOn was the 
enjoyment of a�ivity, but mt necessarily because they wanted to 
bec:Xxre teachers. other firrlirgs in:licated that stments terded to be 
negative in their opinions a1x:ut the image of �ysical education 
blanrl..B;;J the teadlers for · failinl to present better programs. '!his 
·viewpoint was held by their professors as lVell. '!hey in:licated a 
· possible deterioration of self-esteem thralgh these negative 
perceptions. '!he students placed 100re enphasis on fitness arrl less on 
skill arrl lifetime sports, whereas their professors eq:ilasized the 
OR;X)Site. 'lhese firrlirgs provoked questions by these authors, such as 
''what can the college p:r;cgram do to reduce the negative perceptions 
abc:ut �ysical educaticn arrl its teadlers?" , arrl '"what can be done 
before, duri.rq arrl after the student preparation period to prevent the 
teadlers' loss of self-esteem?" (p. 119) • 
A study that may help to address the COl'X::en1S of the al:xwe 
study was cx:niucted by Figley (1985) . '!he investigator directed her 
attention to the detenninants of attitude toward P'lysical education. 
As in:licated previously, a lon:J time goal of P1ysical educators has 
been to develop positive attitudes toward the activity program. 
Figley, in her �rk, att:eltpted to identify these detenninants. '!he 
instrument she used to gather data was the "Critical Incidence Report" 
(Flanagen, 1954) . SUbjects � 100 college students enrolled in 
separate P'lysical education classes. Detenninants of attitude toward 




2 .  Cllrriculum 
3 .  Atna;phere 
4. Peer behavior 
5. Perceptions of self 
'Dle investigator cax::llDed that, "perhaps the attitudes of 
· students towani the �Dysical educatioo experi� evolve due to canplex 
interaction ai10J"X3' · students, teacher, content, arrl instruction" 
(p. 239) . 
Many researdlers involved with the psydlo-social aspects of 
sport consider Kenyon's _\tJOrk in 1968 to be a valuable contribution to 
the study of attitu:le toward �Dysical activity. '!he 1968c study was an 
international research enieavor measurin;;J student values. toward 
Pl.Ysical activity in foor c::xJUJ'ltries. '!he prrposes of the study were 
to: 
1.  Detennine attitudes toward IDysical activity of urban 
secorrlacy sdlool students as a :ful'ction of cx::JUntry, gerrler, 
arrl level of educatiori. 
2 .  Detennine the nature am degree of involvement in physical 
activity ai10J"X3' urban sec::xn:3ary sdlool students measured as 
a :ful'ction of c::a.mtry, gerxier, am level of education. 
3 .  Detennine the significan:e of certain behavior disposition, 
arrl situational attitude toward !ilysical activity arrl 
degree of variables to explain involvement. 
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4 .  Provide data fran whi.dl theoretical statements cxW.d emerge 
(p • . 2 ) . 
SUbjects were 4000 male am female stWents fran the United states, 
En]lam, canada, ani Australia • . 'lbree inventories were administered; 
(a) a qeneral information questionnaire, (b) Kenyan's (1968c) ATPA-I 
·semantic differential scale, am (c) a· measurement of self-esteem, need 
for �, relatiooship with father, am sport classification data. 
Kenyal's f� in:licated that: 
1. Certain dimensions of J;hysical activity carried positive 
attitudes toward J;hysical activity. Social experience, 
health am f_itness 1 aesthetiC experience 1 ani catharsiS 
were dimensions of J;hysical activity Kenyon identified as 
positive. Females scored higher than males in these 
categories • .  
2 .  '!he dimensions of �t of vertigo, ascetic experience, 
am dlance were less positive than the fOnner 1 hc::Mever they 
were still viewed positively. Generally, males scored 
higher than females on· these sub-danains . 
3 .  Older students favored activity as an ascetic experience 
am as catharsis 100:re than � students. 
4 .  YOl.IBJer students expressed a 100:re positive attitude toward 
Plysical activity as dlance than their older countet:parts . 
5 .  Attitudes were directly related to the degree of 
involvement in J;hysical activity. 
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6 .  To saoe extent attitooe t:.owam P1ysical activity was foun:i 
to be a function of body-esteem, self-esteem, need for 
approval ,  social values, ani relationships with father. 
In arxrt:her investigation to detenni.ne attit:OOe toward Iilysical 
activity, Aldermann (1970) selected a group of 81 male arrl 55 female 
·chanpianship athletes fran different sports. He utilized Kenyon's 
lllll.ti-dimensional sub-danain � (1968c) to gather the data. '!he 
subjects represented 10 different sportirq events. Specific fin:iin;s 
TNere: 
1 .  Males arrl females held similar positive attitudes toward 
Iitysical act�vity. 
2 .  'Dle athletes' stl::'on;Jest attitu:le toward Jilysical activity 
was as an aesthetic experierx::e. 
3 .  'lhe dimension ''ascetic experi�'' toward Iitysical activity 
held the least meanirg to the total group. 
Acx:ord.irg to Aldennan this latter statement was ironic in that to 
he<xme a chanpionship athlete, lanJ, st.renuals tra� is necessary in 
nnst sports. 
Dotson arrl stanley (1972) corducted an investigation relat� 
attitudes to the size of high school att:.enjed, records of adti.everoont 
in athletic arrl nonathletic activities am the Iitysical activity course 
elected. Kenyon's AttitWe Toward Rlysical Activity Inventory (1968b) 
was CCilpleted by 699 male students. '!he results inticated that 
stOOent:s of gymnastics eJq>:ressed the highest favorable attitude, while 
stOOent:s of badminton, archery, am bowl� · expressed the lowest. 
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Fhysical activity as . a pm;u.it of vertigo am catharsis � expressed 
as the IOOSt favo�le values, while an aesthetic experience was the 
JOOSt negative exp:ressian. Adrlevement in athletics was favorably 
zelated to PlYsical activity as · an ascetic experierx::e. 'lhe size of 
high school ani achievement in rxm-athletic activity was generally 
·l.Dlrelated to the student's perceived values. · 
In amther stlXiy staub (1975) assessed am carpared the 
attitu:ies � P'lysical activity of senior high students between a 
lifetime sports program am a traditional class:rcx:m approach. Subjects 
TNere 173 boys ani 167 girls · enrolled in three different schools. '!he 
sources of data cons� of (a) infonnation about the P'lysical 
education program at each school,  (b) student attitu:ies � Iilysical . 
activity' am (c) their athletic experierx:e am family backgrollrrl. An 
int:eNiew, Kenyon's Attitu:Je 'l'c1Nard Rlysical Activity Inventory (Fo:nn 
D) , an:i a questionnaire TNere used to obtain the above infonnation. '!he 
results generally showed males am females fran all three schools to 
have positive attitu:ies � Iilysical activity. Females fran the 
traditional program had nDre positive attitwes � physical 
activity than females fran the lifetime sports program. 'lhe qp:>site 
was true for males. Males ani females participatin} in organized 
sports scored significantly higher in attitooe � physical 
activity. Females fran the three schools expressed positive attitudes 
toward PlYsical activity in all six suJx1imensions of Kenyon's ATPA, 
while males :revealed positive attitu:ies toward a p.JrSU.it of vertigo arrl 
catharsis. 
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Acx:x>rd ( 1977) examined both c:::oEducational ani segregated 
PJysical educati� prograinS to determine whether diff� 
existerl in 
the ·-attitudes of studei1t:s toward PJysical activity. SUbj
ects :ilx:ll.Xied 
. 160 students fran seg1:�ted programs arn 320 subjects fran ooed 
PJysical edl1eation prograinS . Kenyan's AttitOOe ToWarCi Rtysical 
Activity Inventory was enployed to assess attitOOes fran a 
·nulti-dimensianal perspective. Results irxiicated that there wre 00 
differences in attitude between students in co-educational arx:l 
segregated prcx;:Jzans. on the health am fitness �sure sep:egated 
students had a significantly too:re positive attitooe than stments in 
co-educational prograinS . . On four of the six measures there wre 
significant differences in ATPA between boys ard girls. BoyS scored 
higher on the social experien:e, vertigo, arxl ascetic scales, while 
girls scored higher tllan boys on the health ard fitness scale. 
Mize, in 1979 , investigated sex-role orientation ( aOOrogynous , 
masculine, feminine, ard urxliffe:rentiated) of 267 college students arrl 
their attitude toward litysical activity. IBta � oollected by the 
Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI) ard Kenyon' s  Attitude Toward Rlysical 
Activity Inventory (ATPA) • Significant intercorrelations for all ATPA 
dimensions except dlarx::e am aesthetic experi� ¥Jere foun:i for both 
male ·am female subjects. Mize c::x:mpared her sex-role orientation 
medians against those of Bern's. Attitudes toward Ibysical activity, 
based on Bem medians, -were fourxi to be a furction of sex-role 
orientation on all variables of the ATPA except chance . ATPA, based on 
Mize nwadians, � similar alOOl"g varicils sex-role categories for all 
variables of ATPA blt vertigo. 
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'!be oontirgercy (X)efficient was • 83 for males arxi • 82 .for 
females whidl inticated a high relatiooship between both methods of 
categorizin:j subjects regardless of sex. ta1en cxmparin] Bem medians to 
her own, Mize stated, "it appears that the sex-role orientation is 
.dlan;Jin:J am hecx:tni TX1 less predictive of ATPA for males arxi females who 
are sex-oriented as masculine or feminine, am mt at all predictive of 
arDrogyncus or mxlifferentiated groups" (p. 111) . 
Attitude toward P1ysical activity was fOUl'rl to be a furction of . 
qenjer for the dimensi� of vertigo am aesthetic experierx::e. Males 
held a 100:re favorable attitude than females toward a p.rrsuit of 
vertigo, while females held a 100re positive attitude for J:bysical 
activity as an aesthetic experience. 
In an investigation that measured the relationship anaq 
attitude, behavior, am belief about P1ysical activity Onifade (1985) 
tested 133 female am 217 male Nigerian students enrolled in American 
lnliversities. Attitude was assessEd us� Kenyon's Attitude Toward 
Blysical Activity Invento:ry (1968b) . Blysical activity behavior was 
assessed by Zaidlkowsky's (1979) five point Likert scale an:i the 
subject's P1ysical activity belief was assessed usirg a scale developed 
by the researcher. Generally, the results inticated a low am 
rx:n-significant relationship anx>rg attitude, P1ysical activity 
behavior, arxl P1ysical activity belief of the subjects. However, there 
� several significant relationships noted between sane specific 
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aspects of attitwe ani }ilysical activity behavior ani belief. 
Positive ani si�ficant correlatioos in vertigo ani ascetic 
sutxiimensians � foutxl between attitooe ani P1ysical activity 
behavior for males. For the females, the aesthetic and catharsis 
dimensions were fourrl to be p:sitive ani significantly correlated. 
Significant correlations between }ilysical activity belief ani attitude 
·were nXed on the social ani aesthetic dimensions for females, 'While 
the males had no significant correlations. '!he subjects in this study 
preferred in:tividual aver dual or team activities. 
Blair (1984) corrlucted an irwestigation � student 
values toward }ilysical a<;tivity ani to detennine if geOOer differences 
existed. A 16 statement attitude test designed by eomin et al. (1981) 
was administered to prospective teachers of }ilysical education classes 
at West Texas state University. SUbjects for this study i.ocluded 84 
males ani. 54 females. '!he inventory classified values of P1ysical 
activity into four sub-danains: (a) health ani fitness, (b) social 
experien=e, (c) recreational relaxation, eootional. release, ani 
(d) general wel.l-beirg. Results \¥ere similar to those of Kenyon 
(1968c) ani statib ( 1975) : 
l .  Men ani wanen were different in the way they valued 
P1ysical activity. 
2 .  OVerall, females \¥ere toore positive than males in 
eJq>:ress� values toward }ilysical activity. 
3 .  Both males ani females rated health-fitness, ani general 
well beirg values as excellent. · 
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Behavior C1an:Je due to Rlysical Activity 
Develop� attitudes t:a.vard !Xlysical activity involves a number 
of factors that influerx::e one's habitual behavior. h;]e, instructor, 
curriculum, ani the environment are just a few of the relevant factors 
(Figley, 1985) . Justifiably, lilysical educators slnll.d continuously 
investigate the factors that cantr:iblte to a positive attitu:3e so that 
stment:s leave school with a desire to continue lilysical activity. 
Syer an:i Corlr¥)lly ( 1984) believe 'bJo elements are ilrp:>rtant in 
the formation of an attitude; (a) previous experience, an:i 
(b) decisions made about those experierx:es. When abservin:j sanething 
"new, " ycur past experieix:::e canbined with your di.stx:sition govem your 
response . 'lhus ,  aexx>rc:iirg to Kenyon (1968c) , this response is a fonn 
of overt behavior elicited by a stinulus. 
Freischlag ( 1973) acknowledges the ilrp:>rtarre of these 
perceptions, sayin:J, "interests nust be aroused, attention sustained , 
ani lean"ri.n:J judged as worthwhile if the lilysical edtJC.ation class is to 
have a positive impact on the �" (p. 19) . He ooted several 
c:x.nsiderations in fosterirg c:harges in attitme toward physical 
education: 
1.  OlarxJi.rg attitude involves the perceived credibility of the 
teadler. '!his �ludes the teadler' s appeararx=e arrl verbal 
"tones. "  student attitudes about lilysical activity will 
not inprove mitil the instructors "do as they teach. "  
- 2 .  When oojections exist , provide the positive consequences 
first, then the negative. Provide the student with 
infonnaticn abaJt (a) the biological need for exercise, 
(b) �i.r peer' s  reganl for P'tysical p:rt1tNeSS , arxi 
(c) personal satisfaction t.l'll.'tu;;Jh P'tysical activity. 
3 .  · Provide sane opporbmity for suooess for all sb.¥ients. 
· 4 .  Whenever possible, direct the stWent toward 
self-di.scovery, instilli.rg positive attitudes toward 
Plysical. activity. 
rn· c:x:n=lusian, Freischlag felt that the 1:mden of attitudinal charx:je 
(positive/negative) lies squarely on the shoulders of instnlctors of 
Plysical ed11C':atian. 
To support Freischlag' s views of IOOdifyin.J attitudes, Hall 
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(1978) believed P'tysical educators should be :roore � with 
behavior charx:je rather than attitude charx:je, suggestirg that people 
ten:i to _toodi.fy their attitudes to validate their behavior. 'Iherefore, 
in:tividuals taught to IOOdify their sedentary behavior will IOOSt likely · 
inprove attitudes, triggerin.J P'tysical activity 'Nhen fonnal education 
is aver. In doirg so, she suggested a behavioral self-management 
�dl to resolve this problem. 'Ihe stu:lent nDJSt identify ani 
CXXlt.rol both positive ard negative forces that inpact an behavior. 
Aa:x:m:lin;J to Hall, students can systematically charx:Je behavior with the 
assi.st:an:;,e of the instructor by means of: 
1 .  Keepirg ac:x:urate records of personal data an charts ,  to 
provide students with :iJDmediate feedback. 
-
2 .  Sdledul.i.rq activity on an \.ll'XXRiitianal basis. In other 
words , PtYsical activity DJJSt rank high en the students 
daily list ·of "thi.n3s to do. " 
3 .  . Detec:tiig ard el:i:minati.rq trooblesane environmental 
factors. 
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4 .  Fstablishi.rg :reinfo:rcanent �ies that provide for, 
. (a) positive self statements , (b) groop Sl.JR)Ort, ard 
(c) self-awareness (reccgnizilg the benefits of lilysical 
activity) . 
For students to continue lilysical activity throughout life, 
Hall enJP'lasizes the inpo� of stOOents elq:erierx:irg sucx::essful 
EnXmJters with IXlysical activity. Control of their own behavior ani 
learnirq how to �ineer the correct enviromnent are key to behavior 
cbanJe. 
Corbin an:i Cllev:rette (1974) \¥ere interested to see if attitude 
toward lilysical education dlarged due to participation in a 
lecture/laboratory IXlysical education course . '!hey administered the 
Wear Attitude Inventory (Form A) to 596 male subjects duri.rq the first 
am last laboratory periods. All subjects att:eniej one lecture an:l one 
lab each \�leek. '!he lectures fCX!USEd on the relationship of exercise to 
cardiOvascular en:iurance , s"tren3th , skill leamirxj, body c:cauposition, 
ani general values of activity. Laboratory periods consisted primarily 
of assresirg IXlysical fitness levels ani constructi.rg an intividualized 
exercise program. 'Ihe subjects -scored significantly higher an the 
posttest than an the pretest for the subsca.les "general" ani 
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•'mental-EmJti.alal." . '!he "scx::ial" ard 'tplysiological-physical" 
subscales showed- � c.tlan]e aver the semester. Fran these results it 
was determined that a lecture/laboratory class in physical education 
may play a -significant role in positive attitulinal. c.tlan]e. · · However, 
prd:>lems with the research design make this c:x:n=lusion suspect. First, 
tlle lack of a c:x:ntrol gro.1p does rot technically alla.r� one to say tnat 
attitwe c.tlan]e was· a result of the treatment. Secxn:lly, even though 
attitwe differen:::es VJere significant fran pre- to posttest, it was 
possible the Wear Inventory was toore sensitive to c.tlan]es in certain 
sub-areas than others. 
In ar¥Jther !�/laboratory survey, laurie (1981) 
investigated knowledge, self-confiderx::e, ard exercise behavior as 
imepen:lent variables related to Jilysical activ�ty focusirg on the 
health benefits of exercise. '!he subjects consisted of 260 male arrl 
female college students enrolled in the course, "Concepts in Rlysical 
Fducation. '' A knoWledge pre- am posttest assessed the subjects' 
CXIlprehensian of Jilysical activity. A six it:eJD canfiderx::e imex, given 
before arxl after, measured the subjects' ability to plan a personal 
exercise program. carparisans bebieen high, medium, am la.r� 
self-oonfiderx::e arxl Jm:Jwledge levels TNere made . 'nle pretest revealed a 
low level of knowledge as cx:atpared to the self-confiderx::e :irrle.x. '!he 
posttest inlicated a large inprovement in Jm:Jwledge alorg with 
significant self-confidence inprovement. '!he subjects with the highest 
self-confidence score also scored highest on both Jm:Jwledge tests .  '!he 
reliability for the Jm:Jwledge test exceeded . so in all cases . 'lhe 
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cx:nfideooe imex was reported as havin:.J a reliability of . 82 .  It was 
<XIclu:led that � subjects with less oonfide.toa about exercise 
presCription abilities 'reported less active behavior than those who 
w.re D):re confident. It was dem:lnstrated that the lecture/laborato:ry 
class facilitated an iix::rease in kl'lc7.rl eci:Je, attitu:le, am 
Self-oonfiden::e in plannin;;J a personal exercise program. 
Slava, Iaurie, an:1 Corbin (1984) evaluated attitu:les, 
knOwledge, an:1 activity behavior cuoorg post-graduates who . catpleted a 
lecture/laborato:ry course in };Xlysical education. 'lhree groups were 
tested: (a) a group who had · taken a lecture/laboratory concepts 
course, (b) a group that :transferred an:l received credit for 
traditional P1ysical education, arxi (c) a group that "tested out" 
rather than enrollirg in either type of class. '!he first � groups 
lVere caupared to the latter. '!here -were 100 subjects in each of the 
three groups . A mailed questionnaire was used to measure the above 
variables. '!he response rate was 59% . '!he results showed the concepts 
graJp scorin:.J higher than the other two. '!he investigators concluded 
that the cxn::eptual lecture/laboratory course in P1ysical education was 
effective in meet.irg oojectives. '!he authors irx:ticated that attitudes 
are relatively set by college age. '!hey had hypothesized that an 
inprovement in attitude, :knowledge arxi activity behavior was possible 
if lecturejlaboratocy instruction were given prior to adulthood. In 
general , the results suggested that a college ccn:::eptual physical 
education class can have positive lorg-tenn effects. 
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A study cxn:lucted by Kiai (1971
.
) examined the effectiveness of 
the Fall'mtioos o� Fhysical Activity course to: (a) �rove attitude 
t:c:Marct PJysical activity, (b) in::rease self� Jitysical activity, 
(c) inprcve sb.x1ent :krx:Mled;e a1xA.It course content, am (d) · ilrprove the 
stude.nt:S' self assesc;mp.nt of Jilysical ability. students were ran:iamly 
assigned to either an experimental groop (64 males) or a control group 
( 64 males) • · Both g:rwps were incx:mirg oolleqe freshmen. '!he 
experimental subjects were enrolled in the fourx:lations course am the 
control group consisted of students enrolled in selected P1ysical 
education savice ca.trSeS (lifetime fitness) . Kenyon's Attitude Toward 
�hysical Activity Inventocy (Form J:M) was utilized to assess pre- am 
� attitooe for both g:roops . A questiormaire developed by the 
investigator was administered 'Neekl.y to :I'e(X)rd volunteer P1ysical 
activity occurrin3 Oltside of class. Volunteer activity tilDe for the 
first three � was CCllpll"ed to activity tilne for the last three 
"Weeks to irxticate behavior chan;Je. A departmentally developed 
koowledge test was also given to both groups in a test-retest manner . 
In assessin;J self-evaluation, a questionnaire was designed by the 
author ani administered to the experimental groop the first am tenth 
'tt1eek of class. Fhysical fitness tests tNere given the secon:i am 
eleventh �. '!he latter measurements were CXII'pared with self 
assessment measures to detennine the differerx:e between perceived arxi 
actual Jilysical ability. Kidd' s c:xn::lusions were: 
1. Attit:We toward P1ysical activity dl:q:p::d significantly. 
In the experimental groop , the sutdinjpnsions that decreased 
were ''health am fitness" an:i "ascetic experience" when 
� to the control gra.Jp. 
2 .  Voluntary lilysical activity chOfP:d for both groups , 
· however, there -were no significant differen:::es. · 
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3 .  Participation in the Fan:Jaticns of Fhysical Activity 
coorse was effective in inp:rovi.rq the stu::lents ' krxJwledge 
arxi self-assessment capabilities. 
'!his stOOy showed that .the c:i>jectives of the Foordations of Fhysical 
Activity coorse were only partially achieved. 'lhe author suggested 
several reasons for the negative results. 
1 .  Instructors failed to cultivate attitudes toward physical 
activity aiOOn:J students . 
2 .  'lhe foorrlations class dj SCOJraged sb.xients. 
3 .  'lhe stments · tired of beilg part of the experiment. 
4 .  . Poor \Veather corxtitions, sudl as srDN an:i rain prevented 
outdoor activity. 
5 .  Sb.xties took precedeB:2 over Iitysical activity. 
In a similar stOOy, Zaichkowsky (1975) detennined attitudinal 
differerres in two types of P'lysical education programs. She selected 
two different service programs at the oollege level ; a foordations 
curriculum an:i a lifetime sports program. Kenyon's Attitude Toward 
!hysical Activity Inventory (ATPA) was used to collect data. Pre- arxi 
posttest measurements were analyzed for affective, behavior ani 
<::xlgnitive c:x:arponents . 'lhe affective arx:l behavior c:::c:np:ments were 
measured utilizirg Kenyal' s seven lllll. ti -dimensional scales while the 
oognitive � was  measured by a 15 question objective test. 
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A rarxlcm sanple of 185 lr«::Dell aJXl 118 men was drawn frail the 
lifetime sports program. Fran the foon:latians program all students 
� assessed, . 87 \VaDell ani 129 men. A 2X2 nultivariate analysis of 
cOvarian:::e was utilized to evaluate the different responses . '1he 
imepement variables, geroer am type of prOgram TNere analyzed. 'Ihe 
results in:licated: 
1.  '!here TNere dist:irx:t attitudinal differerx:es between men ani 
wanen regardless of the program in whidl they were 
enrolled. 
2 .  wanen in the fourx:Jations program viewed P1ysical activity 
differently than the other subjects in this study . 
3 .  A lifetime sports program may be 100:re effective than a 
foon:lations program in affectin;J favorable attitude toward 
P1ysical activity. 
Zaic:::l'lka«sky stated, "in regard to fosterin:J positive attitudes toward 
PlYsical activity, it seems quite clear that men ani wanen are 
different in the way they see PtYsical activity, ani that � type of 
program that one participates in may have an effect on how a person 
behaves in relation to Iilysical activity'' (R'· 367-368) . 
Tolsoo an:i Olev:rette (1974) were interested in measurirxj 
attitude dlarx]es due to an in:tividual exercise prescription. '!heir 
pJrpOSe was to determine if a daily i.n:tividualized program of exercise 
would alter attitude toward Iilysical activity as a sociopsychological 
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� · '1he subjects \Vere male college freshmen (n = 193)  assigned 
at raman into eight groups . All subjects \Vere required to participate 
·-
in intranural. activity ale boor a day, six days a TNeek for six �. 
Kenyon's Attituie Towal:d Fhysical Activity Inventocy (ATPA FOrm D) am 
iniividual profiles \Vere developed and given the first am sixth week . 
'!he results iniicated significant dlan:Je on the dimensions of 
catharsis, ascetic, · vertigo, and health and fitness. '1he aesthetic arrl 
social �ien:::e dimensions did not dlan:Je significantly. '!he 
investigators listed several possible causes for these IXJSitive 
attitu:ie gains. First, the instructors participated with the students 
in the lttlOrkouts. 'nris supports one of Freischlag·'s (1973) suggestions 
for fosterin;J favorable attitude toward Iilysical activity. Secorxlly, 
examination of iniividual pretest profiles iniicated that those 
subjects below an average T-sco:re of so lNere the ones � the  JOOSt 
gain. 
An interest� and thorough investigation by Sidney arrl 
Sheiilard ( 1976) examined men arrl lNaDeJl 60 years of age arxl older. 
Attitude toward Iilysical activity and body ilnage (Kenyon's ATPA-I) , 
perceived health, anxiety, and life satisfaction were � in a 
pre- arrl posttest fashion. '!he 43 subjects tested \¥ere divided into 
foor exercisin;J groups (a) high frequercyjhigh intensity (HFHI) , (b) 
high frequercy flow intensity (HFLI) , (c) low frequercy /high intensity 
(IHII) ,  arrl (d) low frequen::yjlow intensity (IFLI) . After 14 weeks of 
ccntitiOI'lilg the results in:ticated: 
1.  An illproved 'Wel.l-bein;J. 
2 . A high value for P1ysical activity as an aesthetic 
exper�erx::e ani . for health ard fitness. 
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3 .  Relative to. sbxties involvirq yam;Jer subjects, the elderly 
· showed less interest in Ptysical activity as p.JrSUit of 
vertigo. 
4 .  A high regard for P1ysical activity as . a relief of tension 
(cat:harSis) • 
OlaJx.Jes were seen lOOStly in the HFHI group . '!hey :revealed 
significantly toore inp:roved attituies toward P1ysical activity as a 
social experience, health ani fitness, aesthetic, catharsis, arrl as an 
ascetic experience at the . •  05 level of signifi�. In cantrast, the 
I.FLI group showed a toore negative attitude tov.7ards activity as a means 
to health arrl fitness (p < • 05) • . Mean charges on three of Kenyon' s 
scales (social, health ani fitness, ard aesthetic) differed 
significantly for the subgroups inlicatinj high, nw:derate, arrl low 
gains in vo2 max. For each of these scales, the group inlicatinJ the 
least vo2 max iltprcvement (IFLI) exhibited a slightly too:re negative 
attitme. '!he high frequerx:yjhigh intensity group showed inprcvements 
en five of Kenyon's attitude scales (all rut charce ani ve;tigo) arxi 
also bcxiy image. It was int:erestin} to rote that non-participants am 
drq>-outs perceived their current fitness level as satisfactoey. 
Seven years later Sidney, Niinimaa, arrl � (1983 ) 
re-examined senior citizen attitudes toward P1ysical activity. '!he 
subjects TNere exercise volunteers aged 60 years arrl older. '!he group 
contained 32 males arrl 46 females. 'lhese investigators � especially 
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interested in the relationship between expressed attitme ani activity 
participation. �on's ATPA-I (1968c) was again used to detel:mine the 
·-
attitooes toward !ilysical activity. Similar to the previous study, the 
subjects were divided into four graJps differirg in freque.nCy am 
intensity of trainirg. Pretest am posttest measures were acquired 
before ani after �. Foorteen TNeeks of progressive en:iurarx::e 
� i.nproved all subjects' attitlXIe toward P'lysical activity as a 
release of tension (catharsis) . Persons selectirg a high . 
�/intensity trainirg regimen revealed inprovements on five of 
Kerlyal's attitu:3e scales. In contrast, perscns who trained the least 
iniicated a decrease in attitude toward activity as a D:m1S for health 
am fitness. 
'Ihe overall results iniicate that the subjects had positive 
attitudes toward P"tysical activity as an aesthetic experien::e, a means 
to health arxl fitness , a social experi� am as catharsis. Less 
positive attitudes were toward P'lysical activity as a p.trSUit of 
vertigo ani as an ascetic experi�. A negative attitude was held 
toward P'lysical activity as dlan::e. Female subjects valued the 
aesthetic experi�, health am fitness, ani release of t:.E!msion IrO:re 
than males. Kerlyal's ATPA scores revealed no relationship toward (a) 
reported participation in P'lysical activity, (b) passive participation, 
(c) diary records of activity, or (d) measurements of :max:inv.Jm oxygen 
uptake . 'Ihe fin:ii.n3s iniicated that little dlarxjed fran the 1976 
study. 
In a lonJitudinal effort to see if attitudes cllanJed durlnJ a 
ooorse of teacher education, Barrell am Heldt (1982) utilized Kenyon's 
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Attitme Toward lbysical Activity Inventory. '!he inventory was 
administered to tl)e first, · secxn:l, ani third year students of a 3-year 
·-
teacher trai.ni.rg CD.U:"Se. '!be first ani secxn:l year students were 
retested 'bNo years later. Mean seores am starrlard errors for each 
snMnnain TNere calculated for each grcup of students . An initial 
cOrparison between the first, secxn:l, am third year students usirq a 
nultivariate analysis of variance revealed first year students as 
significantly different, sc:::ori.rg higher on the "ascetic, " "social , "  and 
"catharis" dimensions. Accord:irg to the authors, the three groups of 
students were representative of three separate college classes , thus, 
the results may be due to students' in:tividual differences rather than 
the instruction in a teac:her-trai.ni.rg course . 
'1he first arxi secorxl year students were retested two years 
later. '!his enabled the· · investigators to carpare all three groups as 
third year . students CC�Ipletirq the three year CD.U:"Se .  Results 
inii.cated n::> significant differences bebJeen these groups . To 
determine if attitude dlarge was actually takin:J place, pretest arxi 
posttest sc:::ores were carpared for the first arxi secorxl year students . 
Significant differences were foum for both groups (p < • O�) • 
Various types of attitude studies have been oorrlucted 
� !ilysical edlration arxVor !ilysical activity in the past 60 
years. Instnnnents utilized to assess attitude have consisted of 
questionnaires irxx>:rporatin;;J both 'lhurstone/Olave type scales am 
Likert type inventories. other assessment tools have been based on the 
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critical Irx:iden=e Report arx:1 Semantic Differential Scali.rg. '!he 
majority of investigations prior to 1970 utilized Wear's Attitude 
Toward lhysical EdJJCation Inventoey. }t)re rec:ent research has erployed 
Kenyal's AttitOOe Toward Blysical Activity Inventories (I.aikert type am 
Semantic Differential) • Both assess attit\Da acx:x:>rd:in;J to six or seven 
perceived furx:ti.ons of Ibysical activity. 
Regardless of the measurement tool used, it is evident that the 
majority of subjects exhibit favorable attitude toward rbysical 
activity. However, attitude a� to be a furction of gerrler. It 
was fam:l in IOOSt studies that females were IIX)re � toward 
Jbysical activity as an aesthetic exPerierx::e, social experierx:e, 
catharsis, ani as health arx:l fitness. '!he Jbysical activity dimensions 
of vertigo, ascetic experierx::e, am � � generally higher for 
men. OVerall, females revealed a IIX)re favorable attitude toward 
Jbysical activity than males. 'lhe categories ascetic experierx::e arx:l 
� � cumonly ranked last for both gerx:iers. 
Iack of Jbysical activity participation is o a10uonly attributed 
to negative attitudes. Conversely, positive attitude is associated 
with participation in Jbysical activity. 'lhe majority of the studies 
reviewed showed that favorable attitudes were positively related to 
level of Jbysical activity, however, several investigations inllcated 
that low levels of activity could be present even though attitudes were 
favorable. 
'!he studies reviewed cx:.uparatively agree regardin:J chancje in 
attitude toward rbysical activity. 'lb c:harge attitude toward Jbysical 
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edllCation/acti vity 1 the literature agrees that previous experien::es are 
critical . Major factors affect.inj a favorable experi� inclOOai: 
1 .  the insb:uctor's interest in the student . 
2 . . the oworb.mity for the student to experi� sUccess . 
3 .  self-discovery of P1ysical attril::utes. 
4.  the notivation level of the student. 
5 .  the ability to self-manage !ilysical activity. 
Teac:hixg specific techniques to enable the student to control behavior 
arxi en;Jineer a correct environment may foster increased participation 
(Hall 1 1978) • 
studies con:=ern:in:J attitude toward PJ.ysical education arrlf or 
P'tysical activity have taken many fonns. 'lhe list of irrlepe.rrlent 
variables examined i.I"K=ludes: 
1 .  the insb:uctor's overall effect 
2 . · student noti vation levels 
3 .  qerder differences 
4. the subject's class level am level of education 
5 .  different PJ.ysical activities 
6 .  rural vs . metropolitian pcpllations 
7 .  how subjects perceive themselves (self-image) 
a .  traditional vs . fitness am lifetime teac:hixg methods 
9 .  the subject's socioeconani.c status 
10 . the subject's P'tysical education backgroun:i 
11 . athletes vs . non-athletes. 
To Slmnarize, attitudes toward P1ysical activity can be 
determined usi.rg a nnnher of testirg instruments , hoNever the 
.. 
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methodological differen:::es fran one stOOy to the next makes cx::.atparison 
difficult if not i.npossible. F:iroirgs vary greatly deperrliig upon the 
.instrument used anj the irxiepenient am depenient variables examined . 
What is clear is that our koowledge is still irxxlrplete as to how 
attitudes toward ph}'sical activity are fo:t'JOOd, how they are affected by 
age, am to what extent they may be JOOdi.fied� It is hoped that this 
investigation will provide infonnation as to whether or not 
participation in a college lifetime skills class can affect attitudes 
held toward P1ysical activity. 
CHAPl'ER III 
�00 AND ffiOCEXlJRES 
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'nle data for this stWy were obtained through the 
administration of a Imllti-dimensional attitu1e sw:vey to students 
enrolled in the Fitness am Lifetime Skills Program at South IBkota 
state University durin:] the fall semester of 1987 . '!he objective of 
this irwestigation was tO detennine if participation in selected 
lifetime activity courses IOOdified attitudes toward �Dysical activity. 
General procedures, inventoey selection, collection of the data, 
pretesti.n;J procedures, posttestin;J procedures, am analysis of the data 
are described in this chapter. 
General Procedures 
To dis<XNer if attitudes toward lilysical activity chan;Je during 
a semester of fitness am lifetime activity claSses, data were acquired 
fran 343 male am female students enrolled at South IBkota state 
University. To measure attitudes the semantic differential scales of 
Kenyan's AttitOOe Toward Fhysical Activity am Body Image Inventoey 
(ATPA-I) were administered (Kenyon, 1968c) • 'Ihese scales were 
administered as a pretest am posttest to all students enrolled in 
selected courses . 'nle pretest was administered the secorrl week of 
classes ani the posttest ocx::urred the last week of classes. 
To detennine the selected classes a stratified rarrlam sample 
was drawn fran the Fitness ani Lifetime Skills courses taught in the 
Health, Fhysical Education, ard Recreation Department at South rakota 
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state University. AI:Proximately 25% of the 89 activity classes were 
selected utilizin:J a table of raman numbers (Jacx::ard, 1983 ) • · Of the 
378 students pretested only 343 (91%) were useable due to several 
factors: 
1. student att:erdarx:e on the days when the pretest arxi 
posttest were given. 
2 .  Failure to catplete all infonnation on the ATPA-I 
Inventocy • . 
3 .  Several students dJ:owed the course dur:irg the rmiversity 
drq> arxi ad:l period. 
Classroan instnlctors for the selected courses lNere notified in 
� am  tentatively assigned a day am time for their class to 
catplete the inventocy. '!he approxllnate time needed to ccmplete the 
inventocy was 20 minuteS .  care was � to ensure that both pretest 
am posttest instructions am con:titions in which the inventories were 
catpleted were identical for each class. Final confirnation of both 
day am time were always carm.micated to the instnlctors. 
Instnlctions were administered (� A) arrl test:irg was 
canpleted in a class:rocm sett:irg whenever possible. In instances when 
a classroan facility was unavailable, the inventory was administered in 
the facility where the classes ordinarily met. Pe.rx:ils were supplied 
alon:;J with the inventories am answer fonns. Instructions given to 
subjects �ized the need to cx:mplete every item ani mark only one 
response per question or scale. 
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Inventocy Selection 
'nle measUrement of attitudes taNard P1ysical activity has been 
the objective of numerous activity questiamaires ani scales (Figley, 
1985; Wear� 1955 ; Drinkwater, 1960 ; Kenyal, 1968c; Scns't:roSn, 1974) . 
:After careful consideration the investigator d1ose Kenyon's ATPA-I 
Inventoz.y (Kenyon, 1968c) • '!his inventoz.y utilizes a semantic 
differential scale to determine attitudes toward P1ysical activity arrl 
body :image. '1he investigator was attracted to this inventory for the 
followi.rg reasons :  
1 .  It sulxii. vides the nul ti -dimensional ex>nstruct of attitude 
toward physical activity into seven dimensions: (a) social 
experience, (b) health ani fitness, (c) pursuit of vertigo, 
(d) aesthetic experience, (e) catharsis, (f) ascetic 
experiern!, · am Cg> � c� B) • 
2 .  'Ihe test cxmstruction met awropriate reliability arrl 
validity criteria to test large sanples (Kenyon, 1968b) . 
3 .  It measured personal ''body image" ideally, "as one 'WOUld 
like to see it" arrl perceived, "as one really is" (� 
B) • 
4 .  '1he semantic differential scalirq method was preferred over 
the Likert method to (a) acquire a quicker, m:>:re efficient 
stment response , am (b) yield high reliability 
coefficients (Kenyan, 1968c, p.  13 ) . 
Acx:x>rdin:J to Kenyon (1968a,b) questionnaires ani scales 
developed by other investigators VJere inadequate. '!hey were lack:inJ 
�rq>riate construction procedures or the developed instrument had 
dealt with the lDilti-dirnensional carx:::ept in a uni-dimensional way. 
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'Dle APrA-I inventory reliability was measured by Kenyon (1968c) 
utilizi.rx;J the test-retest method with a group of �te 
st:OOents . '!he scale consist:ercy was identified � Hoyt's 
reliability exlefficients rargirq fran • 759 for P'tysical activity as a 
"social experierx::e" to . 868 for P'tysical activity as "c:hal're" when �  
priori �ights were utilized in the analysis · (Table 1) • In regard to 
Kenyon's Body Image Scale, the reported reliability was • 72 (Kenyon, 
1968c, p. 42) . 
Table 1 
Hoyt's Reliability for Seven ATPA Scales 
Social 
Health am Fitness 













s� attitude is a rxm-obseJ:vable disposition, Kenyon (1968b) inferred 
that the validity of the instrument cx:W.d be detennined by � arrl 
\Veak perfo:rmarx::e groups which scored high am lor« respectively. '!his 
was t.n1e for all sub-danains except catharsis. catharsis may share 
elements of other sub-areas such as health. ani fitness, scx::ial 
experierx::e, ani ascetic experience. Kenyon stated , "the validity of 
this scale has l'tt been established'' ani interjects his cx:n::e.n1 for 
further research. corremi.rg this variable (�on, 1968b, p. 572) . 
Collection of D:lta 
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. At Sart:h Dakota state University fitness arxl lifetilne activity 
qoorses are offered in three schedulirg· configurations: 
1 .  One activity taught twice a week for a full sem:ster (16 
weeks) .  
2 .  One activity taught four times a week for a half semester 
(8 weeks) .  
3 .  One activity taught twice a week for 8 weeks follc::Med by a 
different activity taught twice a week for the :renainil"q 8 
weeks. 
Prior to data ga�irg, a stratified raman sample was 
selected fran activity classes offere:i in the :Rlysical Education 
Fitness ani Lifetime Skills program. AW:rox:ilnately 25% of the 89 
activities offered were selected for the study . 
Pretest Procedures 
Selected activity sections TNere tested the secorxl week of class 
durirg the fall se.ne;ter of 1987 (� C) • '!he insb:ucto:rs 
�tian was solicited for the partiall.ar activity sections chosen. 
An explanation of the pn:pose of the study was given arxl a day arxi time 
for the testirg was agreed upon. Prior to testirg, a written remi.rrler 
was distributed to the instJ:ucto:rs (� D) . '!his remi.rrler served 
to finalize the inventory administration date, time, ani location. 
All classes met on Mornay-wednesday, TUesday..Jihursday, or 
Mornay, 'lhursday (8 � .classes) • Class pericrls 
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-were of 50 mirnite duration. 'lhe first class meetin;J was a mass lecture 
orientinj the students to the facilities arxl intranural programs 
offered at South IBkota state University. 'lhe secorxi class consisted 
of introduction to the CDJrSe, prcx:a:Jt1res , instructor objectives, and 
caJrSe requirements . On_ the third class mee�, Morx1ay, September 14 , 
1987 , or TUesday, September 15, 1987 I the ATPA-I inventocy was 
administered. '!hose classes �t� Mon:By through 'Ihursday for eight 
weeks were tested on Morrlay. 
Posttest Procedures 
Kenyon's ATPA-I inventory was administered as a pc)sttest durirg 
the last week of the instructional unit. '!'No posttest sessions were 
needed, one at mid-semester for the eight week CXJllrSeS and the other at 
the en:i of the semester. Of the 25 class sections selected, 5 were 
classes meetin;J four days a week for eight weeks . '!he :remainirg 20 
sections met the entire semester . Of these 20 sections, 6 consisted of 
the bJo-part activity CXJllrSeS involv� new instructors and new course 
content for the final eight weeks . 
Prior to posttest� the 8 week classes, personal contact was 
made with the :instructors to establish a testin;J date. 'Ihursday, 
Qct:d:)er, 22 , their last class meetin;J, was the scheduled date. 'Ihe 
inventory was administered durin} their l'K)rmal class pericxi. rue to 
the small mnnher of eight week classes requirin;J early posttest�, the 
investigator verlJally finalized the date, time , and location with the 
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section instructor (Appeniix E) • 'lbe final p:stt:estirg session took 
place durirg the. last class meetirg of ·tne fall semester , Mon:3ay, 
De<:enber 4 or Tuesday, December 5, 1987 . Before the final data 
collection at the ern of the full 16 week session, the instructors of 
the remainirg 20 sectioos � persooal.ly oontacted to CXlllfinn the 
testirg date. A mem> ootl.inirg the testirg schedule was distribrt:ed 
(Appeniix F) . Procedures � carried out as scheduled. 
Analysis of tata 
lhe data were gathered usi.n;J Kenyon's ATPA-I Inventory. '!he 
inventory c:xmsists of seven dimensions related to P'lysical activity, 
ani a two-part self-assessment inventory measuri.n;J body image. All 
subjects were required to supply an identification number,' sex, ani 
class status on the � forms. Responses to the seven attitudinal 
dimensions of P'lysical activity were recorded on the first � fonn 
ani the body :image responses were recorded on a secorxi � fonn 
(Appeniix G) • 
'lhe seven dimensions of Jil}'Sical activity were assessed usi.n;J 
eight semantic differential scales. '1he eight scales contain identical 
bi-polar adjectives for all seven dimensions. '!he bJo dimensions of 
body image eadl contain 24 semantic differential scales. Only the 
first eight items for both dimensions were utilized. '!he eight scales 
used to sex>:re body image contained the same bi-polar adjectives for 
both the perceived ani ideal dimensions (Appeniix B) . Each scale 
represented a cxmti.mrum of response fran 1 to 7 .  If the scale was 
positively weighted the sex>ri.n;J was 7-6-5-4-3-2-1 . If the scale was . i 
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negatively �ighted the sex>rin:J was the q:pJSite, 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 . '!he a 
priori �ights for in:lividual scaled items are fooni in AWefdix H. 
'!he eight scales mner each dimension were totalled, yieldin:J seven 
ATPA sub-scores ani bJo body image sex>:res. 
Sex ani class level were the :iniepen::le.nt variables, while the 
seven dimensions of attitude tc::Mard P1ysical activity ani body image 
were the depement variables. To detennine if attitude differences 
existed by gerder ani class level 2x2 factorial N.¥:NAs -were perfonned 
an the pretest variables utilizin] the General Linear Models Prcx:edure 
(moe GIM) of the statistical Analysis System (SAS) . To determine if 
attitu:1e c:hanJed significantly fran pretest to posttest repeated 
measures MUVA's were c::x::ltplted . For all canparisons the . 05 level of 
significarx::e was used as the criterion. 
CEAP.rm N 
RESUili'S AND DISCIJSSICN 
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'!he � of this investigation was to determine student 
attitude dlarge when � to one semester of a fitness ani lifetime 
Slti.lls program. M:>re specifically, the ·stooy looked at dlarge in 
attitude by gerxler an:i class level in selected students at South rakota 
state University. Attitudes were assessed utilizirq Kenyon's 1968c 
ATPA-I Inventocy in a test-retest prcx::a:lure durirq the fall senester of 
1987 . 
'!he data were analyzed usin:J. 2x2 factorial analysis of variance 
procedures am repeated measures AN:JVA's. 'Ihese techniques examined 
the main effects of tilne, class levels, an:l genier as well as the 
corresporrlin:J interactions. 
Each variable measured by Kenyon's ATPA-I Inventocy will be 
discussed separately. '!he nine depement variables are (a) social 
experiezre, (b) health an:i fitness, (c) p.m;uit of vertigo, (d) 
aesthetic experiezre, (e) catharsis,- (f) ascetic experiezre, (g) 
dlance , (h) ideal body image, an:l (i) perceived body image. 
In order to better intel:pret these scores, one nust urrlerstand 
that Kenyon used the scorirg method described by Likert (1932) 
incorporatirq semantic differential scalin:j by Osgood, SUci, am 
Tannenbamn (1957) . With this method the poorest possible score for any 
given variable TNOUld be 8 ,  while a student with an extremely favorable 
attitude c:oul.d score 56 points, the maximum • . A c:x:mpletely neutral 
position VJOUld result in a score of 32 . A score of 40 is classified as 
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a favorable attitude while 48 is considered to be highly favorable. 
Conversely, an unfavorable ard a highly · unfavorable attitude -would 
result in scores of 24 am 16 respectively. 
SUbjects 
SUbjects participatirg in this stOOy TNere 343 male arrl female 
students fran the � 100 Fitness am Lifetime Skills Program at South 
D:lkota state University. · A breakdown of the subjects by gerrler am 
class level is p:resented in Table 2 .  
Table 2 






153 (44 . 6) * 
. . 37 (10 .8) 
190 (55 .4 )  
Female · 
121 (35 . 3 )  
32 (9 . 3 ) 
153 (44 . 6) 
Total 
274 (79 . 9 ) 
69 (20 . 1) 
343 (100 . 0) 
*Numbers in parentheses represents rON ard column percentages . 
Since m::st of the students who enroll in the fitness am lifetime 
skills program are freshmen ard sophaoores, it was necessary to 
collapse the categories into freshman/sophaoore ani junior/senior 
groups to ensure adequate numbers for the "NKNA procedures. '!he fact 
that freshmen arrl sophaoores are IOOre likely to be enrolled in PE 100 
activities than j\.Dliors am seniors is inli.cated in the frequencies and 
percentages. Freshmen/sophaoores carprised 79 . 9% of the 343 subjects 
while j\.Dliorsjseniors constituted the �  20 . 1% .  Approximately 
55% of the subjects were male ard 44% were female. 
Results 
For the pretest variables, 2x2 factorial analyses of variarre 
lNel"e performed to determine . the main effects am interactions for the 
imepeme.nt' variables gerner am class level with the nine deperrlent 
variables fran Kenyon's ATPA-I Inventocy (1968c) . To detennine if a 
. . 
significant c:harge in attitude occurred bebJeen pretest am posttest, 
repeated JOOaSUreS analysis of var� procedl:ares were enployed. '!he 
finii.rgs arrl disalSSion follCM. 
Analysis · of the Pretest Scores 
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� each subject's responses to the seven ATPA scales 
results in the subject's overall attit:OOe toward physical activity. A 
2x2 MKNA was performed on the pretest scores to detennine· if gen:ier or 
class level differenc:es existed. 'As Table 3 shows , there was a 
significant class level main effect (F = 5 . 09 ,  df = 1 , 339 , p = . 0246) 
but no gen:ler differenc:es (p = . 4671) or class by gen:ier interaction 
(p = . 8612 ) . 
Table 3 
2x2 M¥NA for OVerall Attit:OOe Toward !hysical Activity 
Source Type III SS df F p 
Class 5038 . 81 1 5 . 09 . 0246* 
Gen:Ier 207 . 65 1 0 . 21 . 4671 
Class x Gen:3er 30 . 30 1 0 . 03 . 8612 
Error 335266 . 19 339 
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Ex;minatiat of the least scpnws lDBBIW reveals that freshmen/sqilalxlres 
(IS X • 281.22)  hold a significantly higher overall attitude toward 
PtYaical activity than juniors/seniors (IS X • 271 . 63 ) . 'lhese values 
. classify both graJpS as havin!J "favorable" attitudes toward pxyaical 
activity (Figure 1) . 
Figure 1 














Table 4 SUDIDarlzes the 2X2 MUlA CXIIpltecl for PlYsical activity as a 
social experiezre. once again oaxpari.scn; reveal a significant main 
effect for class level at the . 05 level of significance (F  = 4 . 20 ,  
df = 1, 339 , p = . 0411) . '!here was no main effect for gender ani no 
significant class by gender i.nteracti.oo • . 
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Tabla 4 
2x2 IBNA for Hlysical Activity as a SOCial Experience 
SOUrce Type III SS elf F p 
Class 151. 23 . 1 4 . 20 . 0411* 
Gamer 10. 06  1 0 . 28 . 5972 
Class X Gamer 0.58 1 0 . 02 .8994 
Error 12193 . 50  339 
Scrutiny of the adjusted means inllcates that freshmen,/sqilcm:)res 
(IS X =- 44 . 93) held a significantly higher attitl.D! toward }:hysical 
activity as a social experience than juniors/seniors (IS X • 43 . 27) . 
'lbe least squares means inllcate that both groups have "favorable" 
attitlx!es toward tl1e social dimensicm of }:hysical activity (Figur8 2) . 
Figure 2 














In Table 5 ,  the 2x2 factorial AfKNA for class levels ani genier reveals 
no significant differences in attit:OOe toward P1ysical activity for 
health ani fitness. Once again scores for all subgroups inticate that 
these stu:leilts hold "favorable" attitudes toward P1ysical activity for 
health ani fitness. 
Table 5 
2x2 AfKNA for Blysical Activity as Health ani Fitness 
Source Type III SS df F p 
Class 23 . 34 1 0 . 52 . 4726 
Gen:ier 0 . 68 1 0 . 02 . 9023 
Class x Gen:ier 3 . 58 1 o . oa . 7783 
Error 15302 . 21 339 
Table 6 presents the st.nmnary analysis for P1ysical activity as 
a pll'Sllit of vertigo. Ccmparisons reveal two significant main effects 
at the . 05 level of significan::e. Finlirgs irrlicate that 
freshmen/sqilcm:>res differ fran juniorsjseniors (F = 23 . 30 ,  df = 1 , 339, 
p = . 0001) am that males am females hold significantly different 
attitudes toward Iilysical activity as a pll'Sllit of vertigo (F = 4 .  77 , 
df = 1 , 339 , p = . 0297) . 
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Table 6 
2X2 »r:NA for Hlysical Activity as PUrsuit of Vertigo 
SaJrce Type III SS df F p 
Class 319.89 1 4 . 77 . 0297* 
Gen:1er 1562 . 92 1 23 . 30 . 0001* 
· · Class X Gen:1er 54 . 67 1 0.82 . 3673 
Error 22737 . 23 339 
Figure 3 presents a grapdc illustraticn of the least squares means for 
the freshmen/sqilcm):re and junior/senior subclasses . As is � 
both groups are slightly abc;we neutral in their attit:OOe toward 
}il.ysical activity for thrill and risk (vertigo) however freshmen arrl 
sqilcm):res are significantly higher than their URJer level 
Figure 3 




In Figure 4 it can be seen that males hold a relatively 
faYQrabl.e attiax. lihile females have a more neutral atti'bD! toward 
this suMimensioo of PIY&ical activity. Males (IS X =- 38 . 11) cq:pear to 
value PIYSical activity as a thrill that involves sane risk (vertigo) 
·. �eso than the female subjects (IS X =- 32 . 77) • 
Figure 4 










3 1  
30 
Female Male · 
Gender 
Rlysical activity as an aesthetic experiel'X2 refers to the 
grace an:i beauty of human DJVE!!llle11t. Factorial analysis of vari.an=e 
(see Table 7) revealed that there was a significant gender differerce 
a1 this dimensicn (F = 34 . 74 , elf = 1, 339 , p = . 0001) . 
Table 7 
2X2 »DVA for Hlysical Activity as an Aesthetic Experierx2 
San'ce Type III SS df F p 
Class 17. 91 1 0 . 37 . 5448 
Gender 1693 . 58  1 34 .74 . 0001* 
Class x Gender 3 . 31 1 0. 07 . 7946 
Error 16525. 35 
As can be seen in Figure 5, the females -(IS X =  47 . 94} have a 
significantly higher attitu:ie toward the aesthetic value of P"tysical 
activity than males (IS X • 42 . 38) . 'Ihese least squares mean values 
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classify both grcups as havirq "favorable" attitl:des a1 this cllinension 
of PtYsical activity. 
Figure 5 




Table 8 presents the SUiliDacy of the analysis for );ilysical 
activity as an ascetic experienaa. Ascetic experieroa refers to the 
discipline 1 pain ani self-denial necessazy to adlieve excellen::=e. No 
significant diff� -were observed between class levels or gender at 
the . 05 level of significarx::e. 
Table 8 
2x2 MUVA for Fhysical Activity as an Ascetic Experience 
Soorce Type III SS df F p 
Class 0 . 14 1 0 . 00 . 9617 
Genjer 1 . 20 1 0 . 02 . 8867 
Class x Gerx3er 69 . 92 1 1 . 19 . 2770 
Error 19991 . 96 339 
A 2x2 factorial design was enployed to 1� for class level am 
gen:ler diff� in at±ituie toward PJ.ysical activity as catharsis or 
release of· energy am tension. '!he summary of this analysis is 
reported in Table 9 .  Both class level (F = 5 .  351 elf = 1 1 399 1 
p = . 0213) arxl gen:ler (F = 6 . 49 1  df = 1, 330, p = . 0113) main effects 
were evident. Examination of the least squares means reveals that 
Table 9 
2x2 M¥JVA for Fhysical Activity as catharsis 
Soorce Type III SS df F p 
Class 412 . 64 1 5 . 35 . 0213* 
Gerner 500 . 53 1 6 . 49 . 0113* 
Class x Gerx3er 159 . 38 1 2 . 07 . 1514 
Error 26128 . 90 339 
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treshmen/�es (IS X • 31. 65) hold a significantly higher attitl.X!e 
� physical 'activity as catharsis than juniors/seniors 
(IS X • 28 . 91) • HcweYer, neither groop exhibits a very st:iag attitu:le 
a1 this dimensicm. Freshmen,lsqix:�Daxes have a relatively neutral 
atti'b.D! Wrll.e juniors/seniors expx-ess an unfavorable attitude towani 
the cathartic value of physical activity (Figure 6) • 
Figure 6 
Rlysical Activity as catharsis by Class Ievel. 
Freshmen/Sophomores Juniors/Seniors 
Cloaa L8Yel 
Figure 7 illustrates the qemer difference between males an:i 
females � physical activity as catharsis. Males (IS X =31. 79) 
have a significantly :mre favorable attitude toward P1ysical activity 
as a release of te.nsicn (catharsis) than their female camterparts 
(IS X =- 28 . 77) . Based upc:n the criteria mentioned earlier, it is 
� that Dales have a neutral attitu:1a Ylila faaal.es have an 
unfavorable attitude tc::Jward PtYsical activity as a vehicle for 
catharsis. 
Figure 7 
















Table 10 presents the snnnary of the analysis of attitu:3e 
tc::Jward Plysical activity as dlance or luck. No significant differences 
were . ol:lSexved between class levels or genjers at the • 05 level . Ieast 
squares means classify all groups as havin) "neutral" attitu:3es toward 





2x2 MOJA for Ibysical Activity as � 
ScJuJ:o:! Type III SS df F p 
Class 139 . 11 1 1 . 82 . 1781 
Gerrler 8 . 42 1 0 . 11 . 7401 
Class x Gerrler 9 . 35 1 0 . 12 . 7267 
Error 25896. 55 339 
In the followllq· table the summary of the factorial M¥JVA for 
ideal body image is presented (Table 11) • 'nle analysis produced a 
significant gen:ier main effect (F = 8 .  75 1 df = 11 339 1 p = . 0033) 
irxlicatl.nj a cliff� between males arxi females. 
Table 11 
2x2 M¥JVA for Ideal Body Image 
ScJuJ:o:! Type III SS df F p 
Class 26 . 44 1 1 . 45 . 2290 
Gen:ler 159 . 21 1 8 . 75 . 0033* 
Class x Gerrler 18 . 68 1 1 . 03 . 3117 
Error 6171 . 11 339 
As can be seen in Figure 8 females 
-
(IS X = 48 . 40)  have a 
significantly higher ideal body image than do males (IS X =  46 . 69) . 
Based upon the Likert classifications both genjers have a highly 
favorable image of their lxxlies as they would ideally like them to be 





Ideal Body Image by Gemer 
Female Wale 
Gender 
Perceived body imaqe is a reflecticn of an inii.vidual' s CXll'lCept 
of their body as it actually is. �le 12 presents the snnJMry of the 
2X2 1BNA for this variable. Exa:mini.rq the probability values 
associated with the F statistics it can be seen that there are no 
significant class level or gen:)er diff�. Least squares means 





- _  2x2 N¥:NA for Perceived Body Image 
Sooroe Type III SS df F p 
Class 5 . 99 1 0 . 20 . 6558 
Genier 22 . 47 1 0 . 75 . 3883 
Class x Gerrler 2 .84 1 0 . 09 . 7590 
Error 10209 . 08 339 
Analysis of Pretest to �  C'large 
'lb detennine if .attitude dlarYJed as a result of PE 100 
participation, a series of repeated measures analyses of variance were 
perfonned to detennine if the subjects' postt.est responses were 
significantly different fran their pretest responses . 'lhi.s factor is 
labeled "tilre" in the M¥:NA summaries to folle7N. Additionally, 
c:x:mparisons were made by class level within time, gen:ier within time, 
arxi the tiire by class by genier interaction. Descriptive statistics 
arxi summaries of the MUlA procedures will be presented separately for 
each of the nine depe.rrlent variables. 
Table 13 presents the least squares means for the subjects '  
overall attitOOe toward };Xlysical activity. As is evident fran the 
values there are slight differerx::es between males ani females on 
overall attitme toward };Xlysical activity. It is also apparent that 





OVerall Attitu:ie Toward :Rlysical Activity 
Class Isvel 
Juniors/Seniors 





288 . 14 
287 . 26 
272 . 97 
270. 28 
279 . 05 
275 . 28 
subclasses . '!his is borne out by the repeated measures analysis of 
variarr.e procedure sununarized in Table 14 . '!he time factor was 
significant (F = 23 . 37 ,  elf = 1 , 682 , p = . 0001) i.rrlicatin; that, as a 
group , the subjects inproved their attitu:ie toward P'lysical activity. 
Table 14 
Repeated Measures M¥:NA for OlanJe in OVerall Attitude Toward 
:Rlysical Activity 
Source Type III SS elf F p 
Time 7907 . 97 1 23 . 37 . 0001* 
Time X Class 48 . 22 1 0 . 14 . 7059 
Time X Gamer 7 . 70 1 0 . 02 . 8801 
Time X Class X Gerxler 27 . 28 1 0 . 08 . 7766 
Error 230811 . 42 682 
None of the interactions were significant inticatirg no differences in 
the annmt of chan;;Je that cxx::urred between am aiOOn:J subclasses . 
Table 15 presents the least squares neans for the subjects' 
attitude toward P1ysical activity as a social experierx::e. As i.rrlicated 
fran the values there is little differezre be'bNeen males arxi females on 
attitude toward P1ysical activity as a social ena:Jlll'l1:er. '!he table . .  
� 
Table 15 




Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest 
Males 
Females 
44 . 76 
45 . 09 
46 . 28 
47 . 44 
43 . 00 
43 . 53 
45 . 62 
45 . 41 
also reveals an in::rease fran pretest .to posttest (time) for all 
subject classifications. '!his is suworted by the repeated IOOaSUreS 
analysis of varian:::e procedure summarized in Table 16 . 'nle main effect 
Table 16 
Repeated Measures M:¥:NA for Cllarge in Attitude Toward 
Fhysical ·Activity as a Social Experierx:e , 
Source Type III SS df F p 
Time 956. 39 1 68 . 54 . 0001* 
Time X Class 5 . 49 1 0 . 39 . 7059 
Time X Gerx:ier . 10 1 0 . 01 . 9336 
Time X Class X Gerx:ier 34 . 05 1 2 . 44 . 1187 
Error 9515 . 83 682 
time factor was significant (F = 68 . 54 ,  df = 1, 682 , p = . 0001) 
:reveali.rg that all subject classifications i.ncreased their attitude 
toward P'lysical activity as a social experierx:e. None of the 
interactions lNe:re significant :inli.cati.n;J that there were J'¥) class , 
qerder, or class by gerxler- differen:es within the time factor. 
. ' 4 
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'1he least squares means in:li.catin:J c:harge in Jitysical activity 
for health ani fitness are presented in Table 17 . As in:li.cated fran 
the values there are slight differen=es bebveen males ani .females on 
atti'b.Da towanl �Dysical activity for this sul:rlimensian. '!he table 
Table 17' 





44 . 05 
44 . 19 
Posttest 
44 . 18 
45 . 48 
Juniors/Seniors 
Pretest 
43 . 64 
43 . 48 
Posttest 
43 . 97 
44 . 59 
also reveals an increase fran pretest to � (time) for all groups 
eotDm'led. '!he repeateci measures Jt.N:NA for c::bar¥Je in physical activity 
for health arxi fitness (Table 18) SUR;X)rts this observation. '!he time 
factor was significant (F = 7 . 36 ,  df = 1, 682 , p = . 0068) in:li.catirq 
that, as a group , subjects i.nproved their attitude toward physical 
activity for the dimension of health arxi fitness. 
Table 18 
Repeated Measures Jt.N:NA for Olarge in Atti'b.Da 'l'cMard 
Rlysical Activity for Health ani Fitness 
Soorce Type III SS df F p 
Time 127 . 86 1 7 . 36 . 0068* 
Time X Class 0 . 64 1 0 . 04 . 8474 
Time X ·Genjer 63 . 06 1 3 . 63 . 0571 
Time X Class X Genjer 0 . 40 1 0 . 02 . 8798 
Error 11845 . 24 · 682 · ' � 
� 
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A nearly significant interactioo for time by geOOer iniicates that 
females exhibited. DD:re of an inprovement in attitude on this dimension 
than males. Alt.hcu;Jh it is not significant a t.rem may be evident 
which merits further investigatiOn. 
Table 19 presents the least squares means for the subjects' 
attitude tC7.tJard P1ysical activity as p.trSUit of vertigo. As is evident 
fran the valUes presented, there are significant differerx::es between 
males ard females on this dimension of attitude. 
Table 19 




38 . 82 




39 . 65 
35 . 22 
Pretest 
37 . 41 
31. 06 
Posttest 
37 . 81 
30 . 47 
Signifi� was determined via the - factorial M¥:NA an the pretest 
measures (see table 6) . However, there is little c::banJe fran pretest 
to posttest (time) for all subclasses . '!his is SURX>rted by the 
repeated measures analysis of variance p:rccedure summarized in Table 
20.  As inii.cated, neither the main effect nor the interactions were 
significant revealirg IX) �e anx:n:J groups fran pre- to posttest. 
Table 20 
Repeated Measures }NJVA for Olarge in Attitude Toward 
Fhysical Activity as Pursuit of Vertigo 
Sa1rce Type III SS df F p 
Time 26 . 27 1 0 . 81 . 3678 
Time X Class 42 . 49 1 1 . 31 . 2521 
Time X Gerx1er 16 . 12 1 0 . 50 . 4804 
Time X Class X Gen:ier 11 . 40 1 0 . 35 . 5528 
Error 22055 . 28 682 
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least squares IOOanS for attitude toward Iilysical activity as an 
aesthetic experierx::e are presented in Table 21. arx::e again c:x:mpn-isons 
reveal significant differences between males ani females on attitude 
toward Iilysical activity as a graceful am beautiful experience 
(aesthetic) . '!his was established previously (see Table 7) . 
Table 21 




42 . 79 




44 . 56 
49 . 42 
Pretest 
41 . 97 
47 . 78 
Posttest 
43 . 35 
46 . 91 
Females � to  value this subdimension toore than males. When 
exam:inirg the pretest to posttest c:harge it can be seen that all groups 
except juni.orjsenior females in::reased in attitude on this 




toward physical activity for an aestlletic experi�. In Table 22 the 
repeated measures analysis of vari.al'D! p�1re StJJ111D.3rizes the charge 
Table 22 
Repeated Measures N!KJVA for Chan;Je in Attitude Toward 
!hysical Activity as an Aesthetic Experierx::e 
Salrce Type III SS df F p 
Time 176 . 23 1 6 . 70 . 0098* 
Time X Class 91 . 22 1 3 . 47 . 0629 
Time X Gen:1er 100. 54 1 3 . 82 . 0509 
Time X Class X Gerrler 44 . 15 1 1 . 68 . 1954 
Error 17927 . 26 682 
effect bebJeen testiig. 'D1e time factor was signficant (F = 6 .  70, 
df = 1, 682 , p = • 0098) which in::ticates that, overall ,  . the subjects 
in:::reased in attitude toward P1ysical activity as an aesthetic 
experi�. At the • 05 · level there was oo differerx:e in the annmt of 
charge that ocx::urred bebJeen am cuoorq sul:classes. Several 
interactions were nearly significant, however, due to the males 
increasirg 100re than the females am the previously nentioned decrease 
by the juniorjsenior females. 
As presented in Table 23 the least squares means for attitude 
toward P1ysical activity as an ascetic experierx=e (achievi.n] excellence 
t.hrcujl discipline, pain am self�) in:ticate slight differences 
� males am females. It is also � that there are class 
differences bebJeen pretest am posttest measures . Freshmen/ 
sqilc:loores inproved while j�orsjseniors develcp:d a less favorable 









44 . 33 
45 . 61 
Posttest 
44 .40 




44 . 53 
44 . 14 
43 . 88 
'lhi.s is revealed by the repeated IOOaSUreS analysis of variarx::e 
procedure stmnarized in Table 24 . 'll1e time by class interaction was 
significant (F = 4 . 40 ,  df = 1, 682 , p = .0363) . '!here was no 
Table 24 
Repeated Measures MKNA for Olan:je in Attitude Toward 
Blysical Activity as an Ascetic Experience 
Salroe Type III SS df F p 
Time 20 . 27 1 0 . 80 . 3711 
Time X Class 111 . 31 1 4 . 40 . 0363* 
Time X Gerxier 27. 16 1 1 . 07 . 3006 
Time X Class X Gerxier 20. 02 1 0 . 00 . 9792 
Error 17257 . 83 682 
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significant time main effect :in:li.catin;J no overall chan;Je in attitude 
am the re.maini.nJ interactions were rxm-significant in:ticat.irg no 





'lhe followirg table presents least squares means for attitude 
t:c:Jvrcmi PlYsical activity as catharsis or relief of tension. As 
illustrated by the values, fresbman/sqilaoore males exhibit "favorable" 
attitudes ani females have ''negative'' attitudes t:c:Jvrcmi P'lysical 
. activity as catharsis. In the previous factorial JN:NA on the pretest 
it was shown that there lNere significant class ani geOOer differences 
Table 25 






34 . 02 
29 . 29 
Posttest 
34 . 57 
30 . 31 
Pretest 
29 . 57 
28 . 25 
Posttest 
31. 43 . 
31. 28 
en this variable. Males scorEd higher than females am 
f:reshmen/sqilaoo:res scored higher than juniors/seniors. Exanlini.rq the 
means in Table 25 it is also awarent that there is a general 
inp:rovement in attitude fran pretest to posttest (time) for all 
subclasses. However, juniors/seniors improve IIDre than . 
f:reshmen/sqilaoo:res. '1hese differences are substantiated by the 




Repeated .Measures M¥JVA for <llan;Je in Attitude Toward 
Blysical Activity as catharsis 
SaJroe Type III SS df F p 
Time 572 . 82 1 18 . 33 . 0001* 
Time X Class 151. 04 1 4 . 83 . 0283* 
Time X Gemer 36. 90 1 1 . 18 . 2776 
Time X Class X Gemer 6 . 53 1 0 . 21 . 6479 
Error 21318 . 10 682 
'!he time factor as 'Well as the time by class interaction were both 
significant (F = 18 . 33 ,  df = 1, 682 , p = . 0001) and (F = 4 . 83 , 
df = 1 , 682 , p = . 0283 ) , respectively. 
'!he least squares means presented in Table 27 :irxticate attitude 
toward Iilysical activity as chance (luck) . As is evident fran these 
values there is little differen=e between males and females toward this 








33 . 05 
33 . 85 
Posttest 
34 . 50 
33 . 02 
Pretest 
31. 86 
31 . 84 
Posttest 
32 . 73 
32 . 75 
fran pre- to posttest for all subgroups except freshman/sqilcm:>re 
females. Freshman/SO{ilcm:>re females reveal a slightly less favorable 
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attitude toward PtYsic:al activity as �- 'lhese descriptive results 
are supported by ,  the repeated measures . 1BJVA St1111'1f'rized in Table 28 . 
Table 28 
Repeated Measures 1BJVA for Clarqe in Attitude TaNard 
RlySic:al Activity as �  
Source Type III SS df F p 
Time 78 . 53 1 2 . 10 . 1478 
Time X Class 17 . 99 1 0 . 48 . 4882 
Time X Gamer 68 . 42 1 1 . 83 . 1767 
Time X Class X Gen:ier 73 . 58 1 1 . 97 . 1612 
Error 25512 . 28 682 
As inllcated neither the main effect time nor the interactions were 
significant :revealin;} no attitu:tinal. dlarge toward P'lysical activity as 
� for all Sllb-groups . 
least squares means for subjects' ideal body image are 
presented in Table 29 . As was previau;ly established (Table 11) there 
are significant differen:::es between males arrl females � 




47 . 33 
48 . 45 
Table 29 








48 . 34 
Posttest 
46 .57 
48 . 69 . ..  
� 
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evident that there are only slight variations in attitude fran pretest 
to posttest (time) for all subclasses. · 'lhese charges are 
rxn-significant acxx:>rdin;J to the repeated measures MUJA summarized in 
Table 30 • . · Both the time main effect ani all interactioos in:ii.cate no 
. charge in ideal body ilnage between arxl moorg subclasses. 
Table 30 
Repeated Measures NKNA for Cbarge in Ideal Body Image 
Sa.lrce Type III SS df F p 
Time 2 . 25 1 0 . 18 . 6736 
Time X Class 23 . 45 1 1 . 85 . 1741 
Time X Gerrler 0 . 31 1 0 . 02 . 8764 
Time X Class X Gerrler 3 . 28 1 0 . 26 . 6113 
Error 8640 . 18 682 
'!he last deperxient variable analyzed was the subjects '  
perceived body ilnage. least squares means are foond in Table 31.  




40 . 65 
39 . 79 
Table 31 
Perceived Body Image 
Class Level 
Posttest 
41 . 07 







39 . 34 
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arxl females regarclirg their image of their bodies as they actually 
believe them to be. Exain:iniJq the c::harge that occurred it is apparent 
that there is an irx:rease fran pretest to posttest (time) for · 
freshmen/sophalo:res am a dec::reaSe for jwrl.orsjseniors. 'Ibis is bon1e 
. out by the repeated measures analysis of variarn! p:rcx:aiure summarized 
. . 
in Table 32 . 
Table 32 
Repeated Measures JtNJVA for Cbarge in Perceived Body Image 
SOUrce Type III SS df F p 
Time 2 . 92 1 0 . 22 . 6393 
Time X Class 59 . 13 1 4 . 45 . 0352* 
Time X Gen:1er 7 . 59 1 0 . 57 . 4498 
Time X Class X Gen:1er 6 . 99 1 0 . 53 . 4684 
Error 9055 . 31 682 
'!he time by class interaction was significant (F = 4 . 45 ,  df = 1, 682 , 
p = . 0352) i.rxiicatin:J that freshloon/sqilaoo:res differed fran 
jwrl.orsjseniors in the ano.mt of c::harge that occurred between pretest 
am posttest (time) toward perceived body image . '!he main effect of 
time am other interactions reveal oo differerx::e in �e between ani 





'!he present · sbxly scught to detemine stu:ient attitudes toward 
physical activity. Primarily, the investigation was designed to 
detemine if stu:ient attitudes charged as a result of expoSure to one 
. semester of fitness ani lifetime skills instruction. '!he researdl 
looked specifically at stu:ient attitudes am attitude �e by gen:ier 
ani class level . For eadl variable the maiD effect am interactions 
were reported. 
'!he instruments used to gather data were Kenyon's Attitude 
Toward !hysical Activity am Bcx1y Image Scales (1968c) . '!his sbxly 
surveyed 343 male am female students who were enrolled in the PE 100 
Fitness ani Lifetime Skills program at South Iakota State University. 
'!he least squares means for overall attitude toward P'lysical 
activity in:ticate that these subjects hold a favorable attitude toward 
physical activity. '!he literature is in strorg agreement with these 
f� (Kenyon, 1968b,c;  Bell & Walters, 1953 ; Brumbadl & Cross , 
1965 ; Comin & Chevrette, 1974 ; Mise , 1979 ; Williams & Nelson, 1983) . 
When examin.irg the main effects am interactions for class level am 
gerx3er a significant class level differerre was rxrt:ed. Acx::ordinJ to 
-
the analysis {Figure 1) , freshmen/sqil.aoores {IS X = 281 . 22 )  hold a 
significantly higher attitude toward P'lysical activity than 
juniorsjseniors (IS X =  271. 63) . students at South Dakota state 
University are required to take 'bvo semesters of P'lysical education, 
rut may elect to take as many as fCA.Jr duri.rg their program of sbxly . 
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Most students elect to take required P'tysical ediJCatian courses their 
freshman/sqilcm:>� years in college. It may be that those who get 
their requirement out of the way early are oot threatened or 
intimidated by P'tysical edltcation an:l, therefore, have a nri:re positive 
attitu:Je toward it. Conversely, those students plttirg off P'tysical 
ediJCation class may be doirg so because of unpleasant past experiences . 
'1hese experien::es may have resulted in a toore negative attitude toward 
P'tysical activity. 
In an attenpt to validate the above d:lservatian the literature 
provides sane helpful evi�. Bell an:l walters ( 1953 ) irrli.cated that 
freshmen held a higher, or n>re favorable attitude toward �Dysical 
activity than any other group studied. '!he primary explanation given · 
was that freshmen participated in };ilysical activity outside of class · 
toore than seniors. It Was revealed that seniors � involved in toore 
extra-curria.llar arrl work activities than freshmen. Acxx:>rdirq to Bell 
arrl walters ( 1953) these extra activities may detract fran the 
develq.ment of a favorable attitude toward t;nysical activity due to 
lack of participation. Kenyon (1968c) an:l c.aqi)ell (1968)  agree with 
this contention. Both irrlicate that the toore one participates in 
Ptysical activity the higher their attitude will be. Of course it may 
also be that the toore favorable one's attitude, the n>re they will seek 
rut various forms of };ilysical activity. 
In another investigation, Williams an:l Nelson (1983) measured 
class differen::es am::>n:J third an:l fifth form students in New Zealarrl. 




favorable attitude 1:atlard }ilysical activity than co ed fifth fanners . 
'!hey c:xn=l.uded that, "this difference may exist due to differences in 
the Ptysical education curriculum" (p. 23) . 
When examini.rg the irxtividual attitl.Xie dimensions Of P"tysical 
activity, several significant d::sei.vations tNere made. Class level 
differences were fOlll'Xi for Jilysical activity as a social experierx:e, 
pu:suit of vertigo � am catharsis. 
For Jilysical activity as a social experierx:e (Figure 2) 
freshmen/�res (IS X =  44 . 93)  exhibitEd a m:>re favorable attitude 
1:atlard Jilysical activity as a social el'lCO.Ulter than jl.Dliorsjseniors 
(IS X =  43 . 27) . Even thoogh little information suworts this 
OOservation, it is oot surprisin;J that freshmen/sq::hcm:>res value social 
experierx:e 100re so than juni.orsjseniors. Newer stOOents fi..rxl 
t:hemsel.ves in a radically different erwironment as they begin their 
college experierx:e. College freshmen/�res have been rem::wed from 
a rather cx:mfortable social unit (high school erwironment) where they 
had higher status am are introduced to a new funianeltal social 
process (college) where they are ,  orx:e again, at the lowest � of the 
social ladder. nus socio-psydlological event may cause . 
freshmen/�res to utilize Jilysical activity to in::rease their 
social contacts am to make new frien:ls. Kenyal (1965) believes that 
Jilysical activity may affect the psychosociological processes atlDI'g 
basic social units, primacy social attri.hrt:es, ani :fllOOamental 
socialization. 
When examinirg physical activity as a p.u:suit of vertigo a 
significant class level diffeJ:'e.l'X:e was revealed (Figure 4) . '!he 
freshmen/sqila�Dres (IS X =  36 . 65) held a higher value for physical 
activity as a thrilli.rg am perhi:lps dan:Jet.'QJS experience than 
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. juniors/seniors (IS X = 34 . 23) • It should be ooted that those values 
classify both groups as havi.rg favorable to neutral attitudes toward 
this sutrlimension. Accord's (1977) investigation, usi.rg Kenyon's ATPA 
inventory, fami sllnilar results. Her research revealed that 
sqila�Dres scored significantly higher on the vertigo cilinension than 
freshmen, juniors, arrl seniors. '!he freshmen class was the group that 
scored seconi highest. Accord made the ohsel.vation without offering 
any explanation. 
'1his investigator believes an explanation may lie in the 
psydlological maturation between �· While IX) c:orx::rete evidence 
CD.ll.d be foond to SURX>rt this position it may be that 
freshmen/sqilaoores have a 100re irxpisitive arrl daring personality as 
they sanple fran the wide rarge of experie.rx::es in their new 
envil:."orment. Maturation breeds conservatism arrl caution which d.ait'pe:rs 
the adventuresane nature of youth. Pel:haps \Ve are seeing. this in their 
attitudes toward the risk aspect of �ysical activity. 
'!he last significant main effect for class level founi 
freshmen/sqilcm::>res (IS X =  31. 65) favori.rg physical activity for the 
relief of tension (catharsis) 100re than juni.orsjsenio:rs (IS X =  28 . 90) . 
Fresl'mv:m/sqilcm:)res exhibited neutral to unfavorable attitudes toward 
this dimension of Iitysical activity (Figure 6) . '1his fin:tirq is 
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sanewhat plZZli.rg. Sidney arxi Sheplard (1976) ani Sidney et al . (1983) 
fourx:l elderly subjects to cxmsistently eJrP'lasize �=hysical activity for 
catharsis or release of tension. Sidney ani She(:ilard hypothesized that 
as an in:lividual hexrnes older their value of catharsis � 
. �=hysical activity llx:reases . When CXIJ'{lari.rg means fran the present 
study ani those of Sidney's arxi She};ilard's, it is cbvious that elderly 
subjects value �=hysical . activity as catharsis m:>re than yolll'g subjects. 
'Ihe explanation for freshmen/sqilcm:>:res favori.n; P'tysical· activity for 
cathartic reasons toore than jtmi.orsjseniors may be due to jtmi.or an:l 
seniors havi.rg toore established patterns of activities for social an:l 
eootional ootl.ets while the un::lerclass students , rxrt: havi.rg an 
established social network as yet, rely on �=hysical activity to vent 
energy ani eootions . 
It was rxrt: sw:prisirg that males scored higher than females on 
the vertigo scale (Figure 3) , nor is it un::x:mm:m for females to favor 
�=hysical activity as an aesthetic experierx::e (Figure 5) . 'lhese 
fi.rxii.n3s len:i support to previous researdl (Kenyon, 1968c; Mize, 1979 ; 
Onifade, 1985 ; Zaidlkowsky, 1977 ; staub, 1975) . Acxx>niin;J to caillois 
(1961) males are usually socialized to participate in P'l�ical activity 
that favors darx]er arxi excitement. Rosenberg arxi sutton-Smith (1959) 
reported forceful };Xlysical contact, dramatization of conflict, throwing 
oojects tllrough space, ani catplex team organization as CUt4LOil behavior 
for boys . Females on the other hard have been sheltered, · especially 
fran darx]erous, risky activities that could cause injury. '!hey are 
socialized into activities epitanizirg the feminine genier role 
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identity (Gilbert & Williamson, 1973) . Typically, females a,wreciate 
the aesthetic qualities of �ysical activity IOO:re than males. 'Dle 
literature irdicates that females at adolesoezx:e ani adulthood 
participate in activities such as gymnastics, skatilg, am · �i.rg 
. {Kenyon, 1968c; Wiedamann & Howe, 1933) . '1hese activities epitanize 
the beauty ani grace of JOOVement . 
'!he present study irdicates that males hold a JOO:re favorable 
attitude than females - toward �ysical activity for relief of tension or 
catharsis (Figure 6) • Females held negative attitudes, while males 
-were neutral as to the cathartic value of physical activity. '!his 
finiirg is in agreement with OJtsan ani stanley {1972) ard Tolson arrl 
Chevrette ( 197 4 )  , however, these studies measured male subjects only. 
other studies (Kenyon, 1968c; Onifade, 1985 ; Blair, 1980) measurirq 
both gerders founi females in::lined to participate for cathartic 
reasons tooreso than males. 
As a possible explanation, males have eztPlasized the value of 
sport as a means of relaxation ani getti.rg away fran the tensions of 
the day (Spreitzer & Snyder, 1975) . Blair (1980) founi that males 
scored very high on attitude toward physical activity as .catharsis. 
'!his was not the case in the present study. Regardirg gerrler 
diff� Mize (1979)  anticipated that male ani female attitudes 
wall.d hecnre 100:re alike aver time. She stated, ''while diff� do 
exist, these diff� will gradually decrease as a result of various 




'nrl.s investigation also foom significant gerder differences 
for ideal body image. Both gen:3ers EOO'rlbit a highly favorable ideal 
body image. Females rate their ideal image significantly higher than 
males (Figure 8) . In review of the literature few investigators 
.utilize ideal body image in their investigaticns. Sidney an:i Shephard 
(1976) measured elderly subjects (> 60 years in age) en body image. 
Both male an:i female subjects inlicated a favorable ideal body image. 
Males had higher scores than females althc:ugh the differences were not 
significant. 'Ihese results differ fran the present study, however, 
cxnsiderable age differences exist. In addition to age differences, 
�tic differences in the psychological makeup of rollege students as 
owosed to senior citizens make carparisons of questionable value. 
In an att:enpt to explain geOOer differences in ideal image, 
this researcher provides a viewpoint SUI=POrted by Fisher ( 1973 ) . He 
states "the painter, the sculptor, the poet , an:i the novie-maker have 
lavished their admiration on the beautiful \VaDalll.y body'' (p. 42) . 
Selected females have often been used as exanples to explicitly portray 
a perfect body via television ccmnercials, bill}x)ard pictures, am 
other saJrCeS of advertisement. We constantly get the IOOSSage that 
society defines a \Yallall1 S  status acconlinl to her Ibysical bei.n1. In 
light of this it is un:ierst:armble why a female \eJOUld value an ideal 
ilnage 100re than a male. 
Pretest to Posttest QlarxJe 
'1he develcpnent of positive attitwes toward �Dysical activity 
is a desireable goal for a program of P1ysical edJration. '!he primary 
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p.upose of this investigation was to detennine if student attitudes 
toward P'lysical activity am body image d'lan.Jed as a result of e>qxlSUre 
to one semester of PE 100 Fitness am Lifetime Skills instruction. 
In this stmy, stu:Ients ·sha« p::sitive d'lan.Jes in attituies 
. toward P'lysical activity. '!he repeated measures JtNJVA reveal several 
pretest to posttest (time) d'lan.Jes at the . 05 level of significarx::e . 
All subclasses (males, females, freshmen/sqilaoo:res ,  arn 
juniors/seniors) i.rxlicate a significant in::rease in overall attitude 
when exposed to one semester of P'lysical activity (Table 14) . '!he 
i.rxlividual dimensions �1\ldi.rg social (Table 16) , health arxi fitness 
(Table 18) , aesthetic (Table 22) , arx:l catharsis (Table 26) .account for 
this overall attitude in'p:rova:nent. 'lbese variables significantly 
in::rease fran pretest to posttest (time) • 'lbese fi.rxiin]s are in 
agreement with the revi� literature (Corbin & Cllevrette, 1974 ; 
'lblson & Cllevrette, 1974 ; Sidney & �' 1976 ; Sidney, Niinimaa, & 
�' 1983) . 
Corbin ani Cllevrette (1974 ) measured pre- ani posttest 
attitu:les for one semester of P'lysical education. 'I\eJO types of 
P'lysical edlJCation programs lNe.re cx:upn-ed; a lifetime slq.lls vs . a 
foun1ations program. utilizirg the Wear Attitude Inventory, the 
investigators fourxi significant positive attitude d'lan.Je on the general 
arx:l mental-em:rt:ional dimensions of P'lysical education. 
In other studies investigators use exercise prescription as a 
treatment to c:x:mpare attitude d'lan.Je usin;J Kenyon's ATPA-I { 1968c) ani 
ATPA (1968b) Inventories. Sidney am � {1976) arx:l Sidney et al. 
( 1983 ) analyzed attitude d'lan.Jes toward P"tysical activity as 
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measured axoorg elderly subjects at the beginnin;J am em of a P'lysical 
trainiJ'q program� Falr ooe halr periods of exercise TNere held each 
TNeek for 14 � . SUbjects -were graJped retrospectively accordirg to 
their pattern of trainiJ'q. Persons who atten:led at least bNo of the 
· four sessions per TNeek -were classified as high frequelx.y exercisers and 
those att:erxiirg less than two sessions as lOVI f:requerx::y exercisers. 
Intensity of participation was also rated as �  high or lOVI 
depel'X:lin:J on reported ·heart rates. Both stu:lies foorxi subjects 
significantly inp:roved in attitude toward P1ysical activity as 
catharsis. Both stu:lies also i.rxiicate that subjects inp:roved their 
attitude for all other dimensions of P1ysical activity although the 
dlarges -were not significant. 
Tolson arx:i Olevrette ( 197 4) measured the effect of exercise on 
attitude toward P1ysical activity. '!he sbxly revealed attitude dlarge 
on fair dimensions of Kenyon's ATPA. Freshmen males exercised for 80 
minutes six days a week for six weeks . '!his program of exercise 
elicited significant increases in ATPA for the dimensions of catharsis, 
ascetic, vertigo, arx:i health ani fitness. Similar f� were fourrl 
in the present sbxly, however pretest to posttest dlarge .c::x:mparisons 
i.rxiicate m:>re dlarge in the Tolson ani Olevrette sbxly than the present 
finii.rgs. Diff� may be attril:uted to activity participation 
time . Tolson am Olevrette' s methods ani p:rocaiures exposed their 
subjects to 1280 m:>re minutes of PlYsical activity, almost twice the 
annmt experien::ed by stlxlents in the present investigation. Accordirg 
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to Kenyon (1968c) the toore ooe participates in Pll'sical activity the 
higher their atti� scores mre likely will be. 
Aoother i.rwestigation that �rts Kenyon's fi.rxiin3s, was a 
l�itudinal. stOOy measurirq attibxie c::harqe for male students of 
. Pll'sical edll.Cation toward P1ysical activity. nus investigation was 
con:iucted by Barrell arxi Holt (1982) usirq Kenyon's ATPA (1968b) 
i.rwento:ry to assess charge durirq a three year teacher t.rainin;J course . 
Ccln=lusive evidence showed that stu:ients' attitudes positively charged 
durirq . the three year course . 
Contrary to the above evidence that attitudes in=rease through 
J;ilysical activity Kidd's results in 1971 failed to reveal positive 
attibxie charge toward };ilysical activity. Kidd c:x:npared . bJo types of 
J;ilysical education instruction, a foordations program am a lifetime 
fitness program. Neither group :revealed significant charge in attitude 
toward Pll'sical activity when eJCpOSed to one semester of instruction. 
'1he present stooy also in:licates several pretest to posttest 
class level differences. Accordirg to the fi.rxiin3s a significant 
differerx:::e existed for the dimensions ascetic (Table 24) , catharsis 
(Table 26) , arxi perceived body image (Table 32) . 'lhroughout the search 
arxi review of literature little eviderx::e was fooni to explain class 
level attitude differences. '!he present stooy foun:l 
freshmen/sqilaoores significantly inp:rovirq in attituie toore than 
juniors/seniors for both ascetic ( adlievi.rg excellence through 
discipline, pain, arxi self-denial) arxi perceived body image (as 
subjects actually believe their bodies to be) • Both dimensions 
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iniicate favorable to highly favorable attitude measures for an actual 
body i:maqe ani an ascetic experierx::e, respectively. Juniors/seniors 
initially scored higher on ooth dimensicms. 'lhese diff� my 
iniicate yourger students have 100re roan to iaprove attitudinal.ly 
. before favorably "�i.rq out. " 
To further explain the class level difference in atti'bxle 
dlarge toward P'lysical activity as an ascetic experien=e cxmsideration 
was given to the college envirorm:mt. Perhaps it is the case that 
fres.hn¥:m/sqilaoores exposed to a new environment may significantly 
in::rease arxi actually value P'lysical activity for ascetic reasons 100re 
than jtmio:rsjseniors. YOlli¥1er students my learn to like P'lysical 
activity that requires a strenuous (ascetic) release of energy. To 
these students strenuous to painful P'lysical activity may help them 
CXJpe with new anxieties· as cx:mpa:red to the llDre adjusted 
juniors/seniors. When Kenyon (1968b) introduced six dimensional scales 
of P'lysical activity, he made IX1te that interrelationships may exist 
aiiDrq catharsis ani other sub-areas such as health ani fitness, social 
experien:8, ani ascetic experierx::e. 'lhis may very TNel.l be the case in 
this study. Freshmen/sqilaoores consider P'lysical activity to be 100re 
important than juniors/seniors for both strenuous (ascetic) experience 
as well as catharsis (relief of tension) . 
As mentioned earlier juniors/seniors initially had a higher 
perceived body image than fres.hn¥:m/sqilaoores. '!he significant dlarge 
f.ims juniors/seniors decreasirg and fres.hn¥:m/sqilaoores increasirg 




nearly identical perceived body images at posttest . Given the 
magnitude of the. values it may be that a'lly .the freshmen/sqilaoo:res 
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have roan to in::rease while the juniors/seniors have readled their 
uwer limit. It may also be c::x:D::ei.vable that the int:e.nnixi.n1 of the 
. variaJS class levels in a sin;le course serves to facilitate a 
recp:ession toward the mean. In other �rds1 freshmen/sq:ilaoc>res arx:l 
juniors/seniors beccme Jl¥):re alike in attitude due to their interaction 
with one another . 
Finally 1 evi� suggests a time by class level difference for 
the dimension of catharsis (where P1ysical activity is valued for the 
relief of tension) . Freshmen/sqilaoo:res initially sex>re higher than 
juniors/seniors 1 however juniors; seniors significantly in::rease in 
attitude scores fran pre- to posttest . Aooordi.rg to s� am 
� (1976) as an llxtividual hecanes older their value of activity 
for catharsis increases. '!heir research utilized subjects older tban 
60 years of age. Results llxticated a "favorable" to "highly favorable" 
response to the dimension of catharsis. As seen in the present study , 
freshmen/sqilaoo:res arx:l juniors/seniors can:y a relatively neutral to 
unfavorable attitude toward P1ysical activity. h;ain1 
freshmen/sqilaoo:res may hold a higher value than juniors/seniors due to 
exposure to rew environmental corxtitions. Both graJpS sex>re relatively 
la« as carpared to elderly subjects in the Snyder ani �  (1976) 
study. A possible reason for juniors/seniors to significantly dlarqe 
nore than freshmen/sqilaoo:res may be self awareness through the 
exposure to P'tysical activity. Initially juniors; seniors can:y 
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significantly laNer attitudes toward overall PlYsical activity. '!his 
may be due to p:revioos W'lfavorable experi� with physical activity, 
causi.n:J them to plUl)OSely delay tak:iig the required physical education 
classes for graduatinn. A :reacquaint.arx:s with physical aCtivity at a 
. later time in life may :in:::rease their attitwe toward physical activity 
as a means to relieve daily f:rustratian ani tension. 
Significant charges in attitWe toward Iitysical activity for 
this particular study may have ocx:::urred for · silnilar reasons proposed by 
several previous investigators (Freischlag, 1973 ; Seyer & Cormolly, 
1984 ; Hall, 1978 ; Simon & Smell, 1974 ; Bell & walters , 1953 ; and 
Rosenberg 1 et al .  f 196Q) • 
1 .  student attitudes are relatively set prior to college 
Iitysical activity participation b.It :oot so 'Well-defined 
that they canrxrt: char¥Je. 
2 .  student JOOti vation levels are adequate. 
3 .  students experience success in activity participation. 
4 .  '!he students perceive their instructors credibility to be 
sufficient. 
5 .  '!he instructors: 
(a) give p:siti ve reinforcement. 
(b) show interest in stOOents . 
(c) are actively participat.in:J with the students. 
(d) give stOOents visual ani vez:bal feedback. 
Although the research is in disa<p:eement on the extent to which 
attitudes toward Iitysical activity can chan:Je as a result of exposure 
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to instruction in Jilysical education, the results of this investigation 
wa.U.d in:ticate that it is possible. An overall c:xlt'd.usion reached was 
that both attitWe toward IilYSical activity am body image lNere 
"favorable" to "highly favorable" at pretest. Even � stWent 
. attitmes were initially positive, significant inp:rovements twere 
:revealed at posttest. 
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aiAPI'ER v 
SUMMARY AND a:NCWSIOOS 
SUmmary 
'!he pw:pose of this investigation was to detennine. if student 
. attitude toward P"tysical activity d'larged followirq exposure to one 
semester of fitness am lifetime skills instruction. More 
specifically, the Study examined attitl.Xle differenJeS ard dlanJe by 
class level arxi gen::ier. SUbjects were 343 males arxi females selected 
via stratified raman saili)le within the !hysical Education 100 Program 
at South r:akota state University. Attitude measureiOOilts were obtained 
utilizirg Kenyon's ATPA-I Inventory (1968c) in a test-retest prcx:edure 
the fall semester of 1987 . 
'!he pretest data were obtained through the administration of · 
the ATPA-I Inventory Moimy, September 14 or TUesday, September 15 , 
1987 • lata for the posttest were gathered 'lhursday 1 October 22 1 
Morrlay, December 4 ,  or TUesday, December 5 ,  1987 . For both pre- an::i 
posttest, subjects responied to a series of semantic differential scale 
designed to assess attitudes about seven aspects of physical activity 
am two �ions of 1:x:rly image. 'lhe seven aspects of physical 
activity included (a) social experie.rx::e , (b) health arxi f�tness, 
(c) pll'SUit of vertigo, (d) aesthetic experie.rx::e , (e) catharsis, 
(f) ascetic experie.rx::e, an:i (g) charx::e, while ideal arxi perceived 1:x:rly 
image were the other deperoent variables utilized. '!he in:ieperoent 
variables of concern were g� am class level . 
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To detennine attitl.xie differerres, a bvo-way MUlA was 
perfonned utilizirg the B<OC GIM furction of the statistical Analysis 
System (SAS) . D:lta for attitwe dlarge were dJtained by means of 
repeated lieasures AOOVA. For all cmparisons the • 05 leveti of 
. significan:=e was used as the criterion. 
Corx:lusions 
'lhe followin:j �lusions are based upon data gathered from 343 
male an:l female college students enrolled in the PE 100 Fitness am 
Lifetime Skills program at South Iakota state University durinJ the 
fall semester of 1987 . As such the reader is cautioned against 
generalizinJ the f.i.rx:lin;Js beyorxi this specific group of subjects. Male 
am female college students do not significantly differ on overall 
attitwe toward Iilysical activity. However, several subdimensions 
reveal significant geOOer differerres. 
1 .  Males have a significantly llX)re favorable attitude toward 
P1ysical activity as a �t of vertigo ani as catharsis 
than females. 
2 .  Females have a significantly toore favorable attitude toward 
P1ysical activity as an aesthetic eJCPeri� than males. 
3 .  Females have a significantly toore favorable ideal body 
image than their male counterparts . 
In detennin:in;J class differences c::x:n:::lusive evidence revealed 
that freshmen/sq::hcm:>:res have a toore favorable overall attitude toward 
P1ysical activity than juniors/seniors. Freshmen/sq::hcm:>:res have a 
significantly too:re favorable attitude toward P'lysical activity as 
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(a) social experierre, (b) pll'SUit of vertigo, am (c) catharsis 100re 
than juni.orjserdors. 
Finally, the primacy p_lq)OSe of this investigation was to 
detennine if student attitudes toward :Ptysical activity �ed 
follaNi.rg exposure to one semester of PE 100 Fitness am Lifetime 
Skills instruction. It was fCJUid that, as a total group, the subjects 
significantly i:ap:roved their overall attitooe toward :Ptysical activity 
fran pre- to posttest. In exanrl.ni.nj the suMjmensions of attitude 
toward P'tysical activity (a) social experien:::e, (b) health ani fitness, 
(c) aesthetic experience ani (d) catharsis all shc7.t1ed significant 
positive increases . ihe:refo:re it can be con:::luded that attitudes 
toward certain dimensions of P'tysical activity increase significantly 
follaNi.rg one semester of fitness ani lifetime skills i.nstruction. 
Recuumerx2tions for FUrther study 
'lhe present study sought to provide infonnation cc:mcerninJ 
attitooe �e due to instruction in fitness arrl lifetime activities. 
While sane new krxJwledge has been provided, 100re infonnation is need  
as to how attitudes toward P'tysical activity are fanned, how they are 
affected by age, am to what extent they may be IOOdified. D.lrirg the 
course of this study several interesti.rg ideas emergEd. 
It SCC"lS most inportant to the discipline of P1ysical education 
to identify the detenninants of an unfavorable attitude toward physical 
activity. People possess:i.rx:J negative attitudes toward P'lysical 
activity- may politically debate the uninportarx:e of P1ysical education. 
Like a cantagiaJS virus, poor attitudes, values, beliefs, arxi opinions - � f 
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are passed at to am adqrt:ed by other inlividuals. 'l1le present stuly 
used Kenyon's ATPA-I Inventory (1968c) to gather the data. A similar 
stuly shalld be c:ax:iucted si.rgli.rg oot these with leN attiODe scores . 
To investigate the determinants . of a poor attitude the inPlementation 
. of a Critical Irx:iden:::e Report �d be illuminati.rg. By isolati.rg 
students with unfavorable attitudes toward Iilysical activity ani 
interviewi.rg them, infonnatiat COJl.d be obtained regard:irq the 
antecedents of negative attitudes whidl could then be used to notify 
our existin;;J instructional practices. 
'l1le stuly at hard measured ran:lan.l.y selected students fran 
freshmen to senior classification. A similar stuly CD.lld be conlucted 
c:::arpari.rg students who take four semesters of Iilysical education to 
these who elect to take only bvo . 
Finally, this stuly looked at geOOer ard class level 
differen::es only. A similar stuly COJl.d be c:ax:iucted usi.rg different 
activity classifications as an in:ieperx:lent variable. It might be that 
students who enroll in fitness-type activities, for exanple, would 
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APPENDIX A 
Instructions To '!he SUbjects 
(Read the followi.rg to the subjects) 
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I am here today to administ:er a research suzvey to get· to know IrDre 
alxut sdlool students ani the P.E. lifetime fitness classes here at 
. soou. We will be �  you to answer questioos about subjects 
_ corxm:nin;J P1ysical activity and body image. 
To do this, lNe have arranJed questions into a booklet that � call 
·an inventory. � of these questions are difficult. 'lhi.s is nX a 
test with right or � � . In JOOSt cases ,  you will only need to 
express your q:>inian alxut different subjects. 
Yai are not asked to recall or solve mathematical problems . Fran 
time to time you will cxme across "P"tysical activity''-for us, this 
refers to all types of active garoos , sports , ani dance . 
Sinply read the instructions am answer the questions as asked. '!he 
instructions are on the first two pages. 'Ihe inventory consists of the 
last nine . Please do not write or p.lt. any marks on the invento:cy or 
instruction sheets. Read the instructions carefully, but, do not begin 
until you are told to do so. (Distribute Inventory) 
So that everyone urrlerstarxis exactly what is required, I would like 
to quickly go over the inst.nlctions to canplete the Semaritic 
Differential Scales of ATPA am BI .  
1. You should have an inventory contai.nin;J 9 white pages (attached) . 
2 .  You should have 2 separate answer sheets. 
3 .  Put AIL answers on the answer sheets. 00 NOr WRITE ON 'lHE 
INVENIDRY. 
4 .  Put your social security mnnber, g�, section number, an:i class 
level on the answer sheet. 
5. Read the followi.rg instructions carefully, keepi.n:J in min:i that you 
will be answeri.n:J on a special answer sheet. 
Instructions. 
'lhe p.u:pose of this inventory is to measure the meanirg for you of 
certain corx::epts of JDysical activity by jmgi.n;J them against a series 
of descriptive scales. On each page of the booklet you will fin:i a 
different idea or concept to be jmged am beneath it a set of scales . 
You are to rate the concept on each of these scales in the order in 
which they are given. In taJd.n;J this test, please make your juciglrents 
on the basis of what these t:h.irgs mean to you. 
Here is how you are to use these scales: 
If you feel that the concept in the box at the top of the page, for 
exanple, ''REFEREE" ,  is � closely related to one erxi of the scale, 
you �d place your "X" as follows: 
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REFmEE 
fair X . . unfair . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
or 
fair . . . . X : unfair . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
If ycu feel that the <:x:nJept is quite closely related to one or the 
other ern of the scale (b.lt rot extremely) I you shalld place your ''X'' 
as follows: 
fair . X . . . . . unfair . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
or 
. fair . . X . . unfair . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
If the <:x:nJept SCE?'!'S only slightly related to- one side as � 
to the other side (b.lt is rot neutral) , then yoo shalld check as 
follows: 
fair . X unfair . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
or 
fair . X : unfair . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
'!he direction toward which yoo check, of course, depen3s upon which 
of the two ems of the scale seem JOOSt dlaracteristic of the t:hin;) you 
are judgirg. If you consider the CXll'rept to be neutral on the scale 
(that is,  OOth sides of the scale --seem equally asscx:iated with the 
CXll'rept) ,  or if the scale makes no sense, (that is ,  it is unrelated to 
the <:x:DJept) then you shalld place yoor "X'' in the middle space: 
safe --
1 2 3 
USIR; '!HE ANSWER SHEET 
X 
4 
-- -- __ : �ercus 
5 6 7 
To express yoor feeli.n;J usirg the answer sheet, sinply mark the box 
that correspam with the sane space on the scale yoo are answeri.n;J. 
For exanple, on question 21, if ycu wanted to pit an "X'' in the third 
space on the scale, ycu \VO.lld fill in with perx:il the third box in the 
roN of boxes marked "21" . 
on the inventory 





4 5 6 7 
ltJall.d be en the ans\tJer sheet • • • 
21. l!l ill ill ill ill ill ill ' 
IMOORl'ANI' 
1.  Always be sure the ans\tJer sheet napnhef is the same as the 
questicn mDilher on the inventory. 
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2 .  When ya.t readl page 8 ya.t DJJSt beqin '!HE SEXXIID ANSWER SHEEr. 
3 .  Be sure yoo dleck every scale - do rot anit �· 
4 .  Mark ally ooe box cn each scale. 
5 .  '!be numbers un:1er each scale are merely to assist in analysis 
of the data by oarp.rt:ers. Ya.t do not need to pay any attention 
to them. 
Sanetimes yoo may feel as thcu3h ya.t've had the same item before on 
the test. '!his will not be the case ,  so do not look back am forth 
through the items. Do not try to renenber hc:1« you checked similar 
items earlier in the test. . Make each item � separate ard irxieperrlent 
judgment. Work at a fairly high speed through the test. n:> not worry 
or pu;zle aver i.rrlividual items. It is yoor first inpressions, the 
i'IJ1Dlfrliate ''feelirgs'' about the items, that � want . On the other hard , 
please do not be careless because \IJe want your true inpressions. 
Are there any questions? 
Keep in nrl.rxi to correlate yooi:- marks with the right question ani 
answer sheet number. Cbeck to see that you have answered all 
questions. Ya.t should work fairly quickly, rut carefully. I would 
like to :rem:in:l you that all information is held strictly confidential . 
It will only be seen by those who are connected with the research 
project. '!he success of the research deperm heavily, of course ,  upon 
expressin;J how yoo feel about each idea or c:xllrept . 
If you have any questions durin;J the answer time, simply raise your 
bani arxi I '11 be glad to answer tl1em. When you finish, dleck to see 
that all questions have been answered an every page. '!hen sit quietly 
until the others finish. 
Now begin. 
APPEliDIX B 
ATPA ani BI Invento:cy 
00 001' MARK 'lmSE SHEETS : USE ANSWER SHEEr 
Usin1 the Scales Below, Express Cll the 
Answer Sheet What the Q:n:=ept ·in the Box Means to Yoo. 
FHYSIC'AL AcrTVJ!IY � A SOCIAL. EXPERIENCE 
Sports, games am other forms of P1ysical recreation whose 
prinm.y plrpOSe is to provide qpJrtuni.ties for social 
participation; that is, to meet new people ani continue 
personal friemshlps. 
As yal proceed, always be � al:x:ut the idea or con::ept. in the 
box. 
1.  good . bad . 
1 • 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 .  'NOlth.less . �rthwhile . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 .  pleasant . unpleasant . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 .  san" . sweet . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 .  nice awful 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 .  sad . . � . . 
1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 
7 .  clean . dirty . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 .  relaxed . tense . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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9 .  
10 . 
11 . 





�HYSICAL ACriVrr'i FOR HFAinH AND FI'lNESS 
Participati.n:j in P1ysical activity primarily to inprove 
ooe's health arxl P1ysical fitness. 
good . . bad . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TMOrthless . : TMOrthwhile . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pleasant unpleasant 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sour . sweet . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
nice . . awful . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sad . . happy . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
clean . . dirty . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
relaxed tense 










HIYSICAL ACfiVI!rY. � A 'IHRILL WI' INVOLVmG scm! RISK 
Rlysical activities prov�, at sane risk to the partici­pant, thrills ani excitement t:llrc:u#l speed, acoel.eration, 
sxJden c:harge of di.rectiat, arxi exposure to dargeroos · 
situations. 
good . bad . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
�ess . . . lNOrthwhile . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pleasant . unpleasant . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sour . sweet . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
nice . . awful . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sad . . . . hawY . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
·clean . . dirty . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
relaxed . . tense . . 










mYSICAL ACnVJ!r'i AS 'lHE BFAI1IY IN HDMAN KJVEMENI' 
Fhysical activities which are thcu3ht . of as possess� 
·- beauty or certain artistic qualities such as ballet, 
gymnastics, or figure ska'tin;. 
good . . . . . bad . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
"WOrthless . . . . "WOrthwhile . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pleasant . . unpleasant . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sour . sweet . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
nice . awful . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sad . haWY . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
clean . . dirty . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
relaxed . . tense . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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!HYSICAL Acr:I.Vrr'i FOR 'IHE REIFASE OF TENSIOO 
'!he participatioo (or watc:hi.rg others _participate) in 
· - JilYsical activities to get away fran tlle p:rOOlems of IOOdem 
livin;J; to provide a release fran ''pent up" emoticns. 
good . . bad . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
lNOrthless . . . \¥0rthwhile . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pleasant . . W'lpleasant . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
scur . sweet . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
nice . awful . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sad haw¥ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
clean . . dirty . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
relaxed tense 










HIYSICAL ACnVrr'i � PROUH;ED AND S'IREKXXJS 'mAINING 
�hysical activities whidl require lag pericxis of st.renuaJs 
·- ani often painful traini.rg; whidl involve stiff oa•'letition 
ani de.lnams that the iniividual give up a mDDl;er of 
pleasures for a period of . time. 
gocxl . . bad . . 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
worthless . . worthwhile . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pleasant . . unpleasant . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
scnr . . sweet . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
nice awful 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sad . . haWY . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
· clean . . . dirty . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
relaxed . tense . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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FHYSIC'AL ACnVI!r'i AS � OF CliANCE 
Games am . sports where chance am luck � �  important ·- than skill in det:ennini.n;J the winner, such as dice or horse 
rachq. 
qocxi .. . bad . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
'WOrthless . . . 'WOrthwhile . .. . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pleasant . unpleasant . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
saJr sweet 
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 
nice . awful . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sad happy 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
clean . . dirty . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
relaxed tense 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
NOI'E: Begimlirg with the next page, use the second answer sheet. 
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MY IDDY: AS I � LIKE 'IO SEE IT I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 .  relaxed . . . . tense . . . . 
2 .  u;Jly . . beautiful . . 
3 .  usual . : . urrusual . . 
4 .  sick . . healthy . . 
5 .  graceful . . . . awkward . . . . 
6. inadequate . adequate . 
7 .  ntgged delicate 
8 .  clean dirty 
9 .  hard . soft . 
10 . short. . . . tall . . 
11 . light . heavy . 
12 .  large small 
13 . masculine . feminine . 
14 . feeble vigorous 
15 . flexible . rigid . 
16 . � . st:rorg . 
17 . free restricted 
18 . persist lettirq up 
19 . passive . active . 
20 . hot . cold . 
21 . excitable . calm . 
22 . sinple cx:arplex 
23 . fast . slow . 
24 . pennane.nt . chargeable � . -� 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 j6.. 
../ 
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MY OODY: � IT RFAILY IS I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 . :relaxed . . tense . . 
26 . u:jly . . . beautiful . . . 
27 . usual . . urrusual. . . 
28 . sick . . healthy . . 
29 . graceful . . awkward .  . 
30 . inadequate . . . · adequate . . . 
31.  rugged . . delicate . . 
32 . clean . dirty . 
33 . hard . soft . 
34 . short . tall . 
35 . light . . heavy . . 
36 . large . . small . . 
37 . masculine feminine 
38 . feeble . vigorous . 
39 . flexible rigid 
40. � . stron;J . 
41. free . . restricted . . 
42 . persist . . . lettin;J up . . . 
43 . passive . . active . . 
44 . hot . . cold . . 
45 . excitable . . . calm . . . 
46. sinple . . ccanplex . . 
47 . fast . . slow . . 
48 . permanent . . �eable � . . ' c  








Beg� Bow HuntinJ 
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�CN NUMB'ERS OFFERED 
4 , 58, 65 
10, 18 , 19 , 
1 , 2 , 
38 , 63 
6 ,  9 ,  
a ,  16, 2a 
78 , 79 , 81 
44 , 45 ,  46 , 
66 , 74 
29 , 38 , 
14 , 19 , 
47 , 48 , 
24 , 35, 45 , 49 , 61 , 




40 , 56 
76 
1 , 2 ,  6 , 9 ' 11, 13 , 




22 , 50 , 70 
23 , 51, 71 
43 
13 , 73 
75 
87 
12 , 25 , 36 , 42 , 59 , 
33 , 
75 
44 , 55 
46 , 48 , 60 , 
29 , 47 
49 , 60 , 61 
72 , 78 
14 , 18 , 21 ,  
67 , 72 , 73 , 
69 
5 , 7 ,  26, 34 , 52 , 57 , 64 , 68 
'lbe urrlerlined sections are those selected for the stu:ly. 
63 





First . MenD to PE 100 Instnlctors 
MEM>: Initial P.retestin;J Sessions 
'ID: PE 100 Class Instructors 
FR:M: Paul Konrad/GrA 
121 
'!he followin;J classes \te1ere selected by a stratified Rarxian Sample 
to participate in· an attitudinal survey. '!he inventocy to be used 
measures attitudes toward Jilysical activity in a 1D.1l ti -dllnensional way . 
'!he survey will take approximately 20 minutes of your class 
period. Your students will respord to seven categorized concepts as 
related to Jilysical activity. 
Hopefully, we ,  the PE 100 i.nstnlctors am administration may . 
benefit fran the f�. '!he f� will be an attempt to neasure 
attitude charge in a test-retest p . 
Your rooperation will be sin::erely appreciated. 
Note the day am . time the survey will be administered. 
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M:niay, September 14 
Time Instructor Section Activity RM 
7 : 30 Marc Peterson 3 Irxllvidual Fitness 289 
9 : 30 Brad Erickson 87 SWimmers SWimmin:J Pool 
10 : 00 Mark Kool 19 Badminton/ Gym 
10 : 00 Don Olarleson 24 Golf Gym 
. 10 : 30 cathy Wolff 33 Volleyball Gym 
11: 30 Mark Ekelarxi 43 Softball 120 
12 : 00 Wayne Haensel 44 & 46 BaNlinJ/ Bowl� 
Alley 
12 : 55 Marv Jones 59 Tennis 120 
1: 30 Brent D.mford · 70 & 71 Social rmx:e Studio 
2 : 00 Jiln Ege.berg 68 Weight Train.inl wr. RM. 
2 : 30 5cx)tt tJrxier\VOOd 77 . Jogg� PEC track 
TUesday 1 September 15 
Time Instructor Section Activity RM 
8 : 30 Mark Kool 13 Racquetball/ PEC courts 
9 : 30 Narcy Neiber 28 Begi.nni.nJ swinunilg Pool 
10 : 00 Brian Dltcher 27 Racquetball IM courts 
10 : 30 Mike Ergels 39 Racquetball PEC courts 
11 : 00 5cx)tt Un:lerwood 38 Ard:lery/ IM Rarqe 
11: 30 stacey Schulz 54 Int.ennediate SWi.mmin::J Pool 
12 : 30 COnnie Kurtz 65 Aerct>ic rmx:e Gym 
12 : 30 Brad Pieifle 64 Weight � Gym 
12 : 30 Larry Irelarxi 66 Fishin; Techniques Gym 
1 : 30 stacey Schulz 75 SWim Coniitionirgj Pool 
2 : 00 Lirx:la Olson 76 outdoor h:lventures 120 
2 : 30 Paul Wielarxi 79 Billards 120 
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APPENDIX E 
Pcst-testin;J Sciledule for 8 Week Classes 
'nli.s sd'ledul.e was ve.mal.ly finalized to determine the date, time, 
am locatioo to administer the posttest. '!he followirg is the schedule 
for the initial posttest sessions (8 � classes) .  
'lhursday' October 22 
Time Ihstructor Section Activity Rwi 
10 : 00 tbn Cllarleson · 24 Golf 120 
11 : 30 Mark Ekelarn 43 Softball 120 
12 : 30 I..arey Irelarn 66 Fishirxj Techniques Conference 
Rm 
1 : 00 Mal:v Jones 59 Tennis 120 
2 : 00 Lima Olson 76 cutdoor Adventures 120 
APPENDIX F 
·Secxni Mem:> to PE 100 Instructors 
MEM>: Final Post-testi.Iq Sessions 
'ID: PE 100 Class Instructors 
(Sections selected by stratified Rardan Sanple) 
FR:M: Paul Konrad/GI'A 
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'!he followln:J PE 100 sections � selected by stratified ran::lan 
sanple to participate in an attitudinal ·sm:Vey at the beginnin;J of this 
fall se.nester. '1he sw:vey measures attitude toward P'tysical activity. 
A · pretest was administered at the beginnin;J of the semester. '!he 
posttest will be given Momay the 14th or '1\lesday the 15th of this 
lOOilth. 
'!he sm.vey will take approximately 20 minutes of your class 
period. Your students will be measured lllllti-di.mensionally on seven 
c:::cn:epts as they relate to physical activity. 
Your Cooperation will be s�y appreciated. 
Please note the day am time the smvey will be administered in 
your class. 
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�y, December 14th 
Time Instnlctor Section .Activitv RM 
7 : 30 Marc Peterson 3 In:li.vidual Fitness 289 
9 : 30 Paul Konrad 19 /Ardlery Rarge 
10 : 00 . Brad Erickson 87 SWimmers SWimnin:J Pool 
10 : 30 cathy Wolff 33 Volleyball Gym 
. . 11 : 30 Mick Hogluni 44 /Volleyball Gym 
12 : 00 Scott tJmerwood 46 /Ara>ery Rarge 
1 : 30 Jim Eqeberq 68 Weight Trainirg wr RM 
2 : 00 Brent D.mford 7Q-71 Social � stullo 
2 : 30 Scott UrxlerwOod 77 Jcx;Rin;J Gym 
TUesday' December 15th 
Time Instructor Section .Activity RM 
8 : 30 Marv Jones 13 /Squash PEC courts 
9 : 30 Narcy Neiber 28 Beginnirg swi.mmin:j Poo� 
10 : 00 Brian DJtcher 27 Racquetball IM courts 
10: 30 Scott � 38 /Beginnirg Bow Rarge 
� 
11 : 00 Mike Ergels 39 Racquetball PEC courts 
11: 30 stacey Schulz 54 Intennediate Pool 
swi.mmin:j 
12 : 30 Brad Pfeifle 64 Weight Trainirg wr RM 
1 : 00 Comie Kurtz 65 Aera:>ic � stullo 
1 : 30 stacey Schulz 75 ;water Exercise Pool 
2 : 30 Jim Egeberq 79 jRacquetball IM courts 
Class Level 
APPENDIX G 
Semantic Differential Scales of ATPA 
Answer Fonn. #1 





1 .  




6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
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Semantic Differential Scales of BI 
Answer Form #2 
Section Number------
Social Security Number --­
Male 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6. .  
7 •. 
8 • . 












































Scorilg '!he ATPA Semantic Differential Scales 
A PRIORI 
After inventory was ccmpleted, the investigator used A PRIORI 
weights to assign the proper weight for each item marked on each 
of the eight sub-danains. 
i.e. lhysical Activity as a Social Experierx=e 
1 .  good : : X : : : : bad . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
Social A Priori Weights 
1 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Record a 5 beside item 1 of the Social SUb-IXlnain on the 
inventory. 
Add up item scores on each �in to obtain sub-danain scores . 
Add up the sub-danain scores to OOtain the total Attitude Toward 
lhysical Activity score . 
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A Priori Weights for Semantic Differential Scales 
Item A Priori 
Attitude Number Weights 

































A Priori Weights for Semantic Differential Scales - (continued) 
Item A Priori 
Attitude Number Weights 
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